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COLLABORATIVE APPROACH TO REDUCTION OF RISK DUE TO WILDLAND 

INTERFACE FIRE IN A REMOTE RURAL COMMUNITY SETTING 

ABSTRACT 

 Mist-Birkenfeld Rural Fire Protection District is located in rural, mountainous 

northwest Oregon. The district provides fire suppression services within a protection area 

of 165 square miles, much of which is considered frontier. The district’s population is 

scattered throughout the area in small communities accessible by state highways and 

county secondary roads. The potential for disaster as a result of wild-land fire is very real. 

During the spring of 2003 an alarming trend became apparent. The problem was that 

Fishhawk Lake Estates, the largest of our local communities but remotely located in 

mountainous terrain, was experiencing very high rates of emergency responses to 

recreational fire incidents, producing a high potential for wild-land fire disaster.  

 The purpose of the research project was to develop for adoption a policy or policies 

specific to recreational burning in the fire district that would result in a 75% improvement 

in compliance with local and regional recreational burning regulations within five years. 

Action research was completed to produce the policy. The research questions included: 

1. What is the current risk of a hostile fire in the fire district’s wildland interface area 

expressed in terms of number of actual occurrences and of damage to the involved 

property?  

2. What strategies are available to improve campfire regulation compliance? 

3. What are the components of an effective campfire policy? 

4.  How can the success of the campfire policy be determined and maintained?  

Literature available primarily through Internet sources was reviewed for 

information pertinent to the research questions. Six enabling objectives, based upon the six 
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NFA components of successful fire prevention programs, were developed to focus the 

research further. Information regarding legal authority to regulate recreational burning, the 

sources of that authority and who is responsible to enforce these statutory regulations was 

researched. Information on proper formation of policies and on the ancillary documentation 

require to enforce a policy was researched. 

The results of the action research, expressed in the form of seven recommendations 

to the Mist-Birkenfeld RFPD Board of Directors, describe an action plan, based on existing 

authority and supported by policy, that will reduce the incidence of fire hazard produced by 

recreational fires by a minimum of 75% within 5 years.  

The recommendations to the Board of Directors included: adoption of recreational 

burning policy 6420, adoption of Designated Campfire Community policy 6425, adoption 

of the agreement approving Fishhawk Lake Estates as a Designated Campfire Community, 

adding recreational burning material to elementary school fire prevention activities, 

producing and distributing educational flyers within the district, include recreational 

burning and citizen encounter training with fire prevention education for district personnel, 

and review policies and program performance on a regular bi-annual basis. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 Mist-Birkenfeld Rural Fire Protection District (MBRFPD) is located in remote 

mountainous areas of Columbia and Clatsop Counties in northwest Oregon.  The fire 

district operates from four stations, located carefully to cover each of seven population 

areas using 11 pieces of emergency service apparatus.  Apparatus available for emergency 

service includes one type 2 “class A” structural fire engine, one type 3 wildland interface 

structural fire engine, three type 6 wildland interface engines, two type 2 water tenders, two 

Intermediate Life Support ambulances and one light rescue vehicle.  The district currently 

lists 47 personnel on the roster.  Two of them are paid, the rest are volunteers.  Much of the 

district’s 135 square miles is considered frontier due to its difficulty to access.   

 In the state of Oregon emergency Medical Services (EMS) are assigned to 

Ambulance Service Areas (ASA), essentially EMS franchises. The ASA assigned to 

MBRFPD includes the fire district plus 30 additional square miles of otherwise unprotected 

area, for a total ASA of 165 square miles.  Access to EMS for the local population is 

limited to that provided by our fire district.   

 The local population is counted at 1300 people located in seven communities, one 

of which is Fishhawk Lake.  Wood products and natural gas storage are the only major 

industries in the district.  Few commercial properties or businesses have weathered the 

economic storms of the past few years.  

 Fishhawk Lake, a five square mile privately owned frontier population center 

containing nearly half of the local population, is located in the mountainous northwest 

corner of the fire district.  Access is by a single county road that winds three miles through 

both Clatsop and Columbia counties from the Fishhawk Lake community to reach 

Highway 202, a secondary state transportation route.  The terrain surrounding the lake is 
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heavily timbered, steeply divided by canyons and no other public access is available.  

Emergency access through two steep, unimproved privately owned logging roads is 

possible and has been obtained for emergency use as evacuation routes.  It takes about 75 

minutes to reach a paved road by these routes through mountainous, heavily timbered 

areas.   

 Additionally, while Fishhawk Lake resides wholly in the Mist-Birkenfeld Rural Fire 

Protection District, parts of the lake properties are located in two counties and also in two 

separately managed Oregon Department of Forestry Management Districts.  Because of the 

fragmentation caused by competing political and managerial boundaries there is no 

comprehensive, multi-disciplinary fire prevention code that applies to all of the lake 

property.   

The Problem 

 The problem is that there is a high incidence of hostile fire in the wildland-urban 

interface environment in the Fishhawk Lake area of the Mist-Birkenfeld RFPD. Causes of 

the fires in that area are due almost exclusively to non-compliance with local and regional 

recreational burning regulations.  The purpose of this research project is to develop a fire 

district recreational fire policy incorporating and applying strategies that will result in a 

75% improvement in compliance with local and regional recreational fire regulations at 

Fishhawk Lake within five years, thereby eliminating or greatly reducing the risk of hostile 

fires due to recreational fires in affected wildland interface areas.  The research questions 

are: 

1. What is the current risk of a hostile fire in the fire district’s wildland interface area 

expressed in terms of number of actual occurrences and of damage to the involved 

property?  
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2. What strategies are available to improve recreational fire regulation compliance? 

3. What are the components of an effective recreational fire policy? 

4.  How can the success of the recreational fire policy be determined and maintained?  

BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE 

 The Mist-Birkenfeld RFPD is located in a richly forested area of the northern 

Oregon coastal mountain range.  High rainfall and moderate temperatures produce ideal 

growing conditions for many species of highly marketable conifers.  As a result, the wood 

products industry is by far the largest employer in the region.  While harvesting of timber 

products has come a long way from the wasteful early days, there is still a large amount of 

slash material produced.  This material is handled in various ways including several forms 

of proscribed burning (the process of introducing controlled burning into the wildland 

intentionally), though that practice is used considerably less now than in the past due to 

smoke management concerns.  Slash that is not burned is usually gathered and stacked or 

windrowed to decay, providing sustenance for many insect species.  Most of the major fires 

in northwest Oregon have been given life from areas of unburned slash.   While lightning 

and other natural causes can and do cause some fires, the majority of wild fires are caused 

by human beings.  Prominent among those human causes is the untended or improperly 

extinguished campfire. (see Appendix C) 

 According to the latest available statistics, during the period beginning January 1, 

1997 and ending December 30, 2003 the Fishhawk Lake community experienced an 

average of 11 illegal burning incidents per year, 91% of which were due to recreational 

fires (see Appendix F).  Most of these occurred late in the fire season, when conditions are 

most conducive for fire spread. Fortunately only 3 of these fires spread outside the 

immediate area of the fire site.  All other areas of the fire district experienced an average of 
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six illegal burning incidents per year during the same period. Recreational fires were 

responsible for only 10% of these responses, a rate of .6 recreational fire incidents per year.   

In short, Fishhawk Lake, an area including less than four percent of the fire district, 

produced a rate of illegal recreational fire incidents 18 times the rate of such incidents in 

the rest of the fire district, an area 25 times as large. 

 There are several contributing factors to this trend.  First, the Fishhawk Lake 

community is a quiet, remote recreational area including a moderate sized man-made lake. 

The residential area is mostly built on small lots within a dense, picturesque forestland 

wilderness.  The building code for the privately owned lake encourages cottages or cabins 

rather than large residential structures.  Also, there are no local hospitals, shopping malls or 

government services within about 50 miles. These conditions tend to draw independent 

people who value their property rights. 

 A large portion of the property owners use their property as vacation and recreation 

destinations, places to get away from the heavily regulated urban areas where they live.  

There is an expectation that they can forget regulations and do as they wish while residing 

in their vacation home. These owners also lend their property to family members or friends 

who have no knowledge of local fire regulations. 

 The largest group of property owners is permanent residents.  This group includes 

those who have either retired to the area or commute 4 hours per day round trip to and from 

work order to live in the Fishhawk Lake community.  There are also a few residents who 

work locally, though that is by far the smallest group.  All of these people produce waste, 

some of which is woody debris and paper.   It is much easier to step outside their door, pile 

the debris and burn it than it is to load and haul it two hours to the nearest operating 

garbage dump. 
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 In Oregon there are three basic climatic seasons:  Cold and wet (October through 

March); warm and wet (April through June), and; warm, windy and dry (July through 

September).  During the cold and wet season, when burning is allowed, it is difficult to get 

a recreational fire going and miserable to congregate around it when it does get going.  

During the warm and wet season when most of the woody debris is collected, just prior to 

no burn season, there is a tendency to use the recreational fire pit as a debris burning site, 

with a resulting fire much larger and hotter than a recreational fire.  As soon as the warm 

and dry season comes everyone wants to get outdoors and recreate.  Recreational fires are 

seen as part of the forestland recreation experience by most and as a property right by 

many.   

 Finally, and most significantly, there is no comprehensive multi-jurisdictional set of 

rules or regulations governing recreational fires in the Fishhawk Lake community.  The fire 

codes adopted by the two counties are separately developed, producing differing code 

requirements.  The Columbia County Fire Defense Board, made up of the heads of all 

county fire districts and agencies with missions including fire suppression within Columbia 

County, had adopted a set of open burning guidelines based on consensus and used by all 

Columbia County fire districts.  But, recreational fires are addressed only in passing in this 

document.  Oregon Department of Forestry regulations are consistent across northwest 

Oregon, but are written from a forest management perspective and are therefore difficult to 

mesh within a comprehensive prevention plan. Additionally, due to personnel shortages, 

ODF tends to rely on the local rural fire districts to monitor and notify them of infractions, 

resulting in less consistent enforcement.   

 The region surrounding the Fishhawk Lake is at significant risk of a wildfire 

conflagration that would threaten the lives and property of nearly half of the fire district 
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population.  Potentially, a wildland fire spreading from or through the lake area could 

threaten the populations of both Clatsop and Columbia counties (see “ Tillamook Burn” 

Appendices A and B).   The Hayman Fire, started by a federal forester who lit a campfire 

while on duty enforcing a ban on campfires, burned 25 homes, forced evacuation of 5,340 

persons, and caused almost $7 million in damages (Wikipedia, 2004) 

 As a result of the information above, it is clear that there is a significant risk 

produced by the unrestrained use of recreational fires in the Fishhawk Lake community.  It 

is also clear that the primary burden and responsibility to successfully regulate recreational 

fires in that community belongs to the Mist-Birkenfeld RFPD.  Given the current lack of 

resources experienced by the fire district, the resulting process for recreational fire 

regulation at Fishhawk Lake should be collaborative in nature, embracing the needs and the 

resources of affected local governmental agencies, state governmental agencies and private 

organizations.  Collaborative ventures tend to bring all of the issues of the interested parties 

to the table so that a regulatory plan and document can be designed that is supportable by 

all involved. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Oregon Revised Statutes Chapter 476: State Fire Marshal 

ORS Chapter 476 (State Fire Marshal, Protection from Fire Generally, 2001) 

establishes and defines the rules and regulations established for the office of Oregon State 

Fire Marshal (OSFM) and provide the authority for general fire protection in the State of 

Oregon under the supervision of the OSFM.  Among other things, the OSFM is responsible 

to determine minimum standards for the protection of life and property in the state.  

Municipal fire departments, rural fire protection districts, and the Oregon State Board of 

Forestry (represented by the Oregon Department of Forestry) are three organizations 
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through which the OSFM may provide these minimum fire standards.  The local 

jurisdiction’s fire chief (or designee) acts as the OSFM’s assistant while carrying out those 

duties, wielding the authority of the OSFM while so doing. (State Fire Marshal, Protection 

from Fire Generally, 2001, ORS 467.060) 

 Those lands lying outside of the bounds of cities, rural fire protection districts, or 

otherwise without fire protection in the state, are divided into two zones. Zone 1 includes 

all forestlands, rangelands, grass or undeveloped lands, or any such lands intermingled with 

grazing and agricultural lands. Zone 2 includes all rural lands not included in Zone 1. Fire 

protection in Zone 1 is determined by agreement between the governing county, the OSFM 

and the State Board of Forestry. In Clatsop and Columbia Counties Zone 1 is protected by 

the Oregon Department of Forestry (ODF). Zone 2 is protected by Rural Fire Protection 

Districts inside the bounds of such districts and by ODF outside the bounds of such 

districts.  Fire inspections and issuance of fire permits in Zone 1 and outside the bounds of 

a rural fire protection district in Zone 2 are the responsibility of the ODF. It is significant to 

note that this section specifically exempts recreational fires from the requirement for 

permission. (State Fire Marshal, Protection from Fire Generally, 2001, Section 476.310) 

 It is of critical importance to establish that the fire district has the authority to 

regulate open burning, and, for the purposes of this project, recreational burning. The basis 

for the required authority is contained in ORS Chapter 476. The authority passes from the 

state legislature to the Oregon State Fire Marshal, and then to local jurisdictions acting as 

agents of the OSFM. (State Fire Marshal, Protection from Fire Generally, 2001, Section 

476.310) 

ORS 477: Fire Protection of Forests and Vegetation 
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 The primary mission of the Oregon Department of Forestry (OFD) is protection of 

forest resources (Fire Protection of Forests and Vegetation, 2003, Section 477.005). 

Structural fire protection is an indirect part of the mission when structural fire threatens the 

wildland. However, it is the policy of the State of Oregon to encourage and provide a 

complete and coordinated forestland urban interface fire protections system.  It is the 

legislature’s intent to integrate the mission of the ODF with existing regulations governing 

the forestland they protect. The State Forester is directed to take a lead role in forestland-

urban interface planning, coordinating with other state and federal agencies and with local 

governments and private sector interests. (Fire Protection of Forests and Vegetation, 

Section 477.023) 

 The landowner in a forestland-urban interface setting is required to mitigate the risk 

or hazard of fire originating on his property prior to occurrence due to the presence of 

structures or to accumulations of vegetative material. If the owner fails to meet their 

obligation under this law and a fire occurs, the owner is liable for up to $100,000 plus the 

ordinary personnel and equipment costs of suppressing the fire. (Fire Protection of Forests 

and Vegetation, 2003, Section 477.059) 

 Uncontrolled fire is declared to be a nuisance and as such is subject to immediate 

extinguishments (Fire Protection of Forests and Vegetation, 2003, Section 477.064). It is 

the duty of the owner to control or to extinguish the fire. If the owner fails to extinguish an 

uncontrolled fire the ODF has the authority and responsibility to extinguish the fire (Fire 

Protection of Forests and Vegetation, Section 477.066). The owner is then liable for the 

cost of fire suppression activities (Fire Protection of Forests and Vegetation, Section 

477.068). 
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 Any person who sets a fire or causes a fire to be set that creates a hazard to life or 

property within a forest protection district is liable for the costs of extinguishing the fire 

(Fire Protection of Forests and Vegetation, 2003, 477.085). Persons causing fires that 

violate the provisions of any statute are also liable for civil costs and for damages caused 

by the fire (Fire Protection of Forests and Vegetation, Section 477.090). 

 ORS 477.710 (Fire Protection of Forests and Vegetation, 2003) restricts any use of 

open fire, including recreational fires, to an area cleared of flammable material. It also 

required the person responsible for the fire to extinguish the fire completely before leaving 

the area. 

 This section is important in that it defines the role of the ODF in regulation of fires 

located on Zone 1 lands or Zone 2 lands outside of a Rural Fire Protection District, and 

enforcement of fire regulations on those lands. The statute also provides direction for ODF 

to take the lead in fire prevention planning in Zone 1 and 2 lands.  

ORS Chapter 478: Rural Fire Protection Districts 

   ORS Chapter 478 (2001) establishes and defines the rules and regulations 

authorizing the creation of rural fire districts in the state and empowering them to provide 

fire suppression services and emergency medical services within the bounds of the fire 

district (Rural Fire Protection Districts, 2001, Section 478.260).  In Oregon, land in the 

rural areas is divided into property with structures subject to damage by fire and 

unimproved property without structures.  

  Also in section 478.260 (Rural Fire Protection Districts, 2001), the position of Fire 

Chief is authorized and the responsibilities of the position are laid out. Additional duties, 

powers, and responsibilities are authorized in later sections. Authorities with direct 

application to this research project include the authority to enter into agreements or 
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contracts with others (Rural Fire Protection Districts, Section 478.300), authority over open 

burning and the issuance of fire permits (Rural Fire Protection Districts, Section 478.300), 

and the authority to assess reasonable costs for fire suppression services should a resident 

of the district or signatory to a fire protection contract unlawfully engage in open burning 

(Rural Fire Protection Districts, Section 478.965).  

 Additional authority is given to the fire chief to establish rules and regulations for 

open burning and to require permission for any such open burning that takes place within 

the bounds of the fire district. The fire chief is required to withhold permission when DEQ 

has proscribed burning in the area for air quality reasons.  (Rural Fire Protection Districts, 

2001, Section 478.960) 

 This statute gives the fire chief the authority regulate open burning and allows the 

fire district to contract for fire prevention services. 

Oregon Revised Statutes Chapters 468 and 468A 

Chapter 468 in the Oregon Revised Statutes (ORS) (2001) provides the authority 

and guidelines for the Environmental Quality Commission make policy for the Oregon 

Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) to operate. DEQ is tasked to monitor, 

regulate, and report on the condition of the state’s air, water, and other critical natural 

resources (Environmental Quality Generally, 2001, Section 468.010).  DEQ provides 

advice and consultation to the all other fire regulatory agencies in the state. DEQ is 

concerned with two aspects of open burning in Oregon.  

The first is when burning may occur.  Air quality is a primary concern when open 

burning is being considered, especially in or near urban areas. Meteorological or certain air 

shed conditions may prevent free air movement into or out of the air shed. During these 

periods, DEQ may issue a “no burn” advisory to prevent poor air quality conditions from 
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developing. Back-yard burning advisories are prepared and routed to fire districts and other 

open burning regulators to provide air quality predictions and any resulting open burning 

restrictions that have resulted. It is the duty of each jurisdiction to restrict open burning 

when applicable restriction advisories are received. Jurisdictions that share air sheds with 

moderate to large cities are very likely to be required to restrict open burning often. (Air 

Quality, 2001, Section 468A.085) 

The second aspect of interest to DEQ is what material is burned. Air quality is the 

driving concern due to the propensity of certain materials to emit dense or noxious smoke 

or odors. DEQ restricts the types and kinds of materials that may be burned in response to 

these air quality concerns. Restricted or forbidden materials in Columbia County can be 

found in the section reviewing the Columbia County Fire Defense Board Rules for Open 

Burning. (Air Quality, 2001, Section 468A.020) 

 The information in ORS Chapters 468 and 468A provides the structure and 

authority for local open burning regulation and prohibition based on DEQ rules and on 

DEQ advisories provided to the Oregon State Fire Marshal, which is then provided to the 

local fire protection jurisdictions.  

Oregon Administrative Rules, Chapter 340, Division 264 

 Statutes in Oregon are carried out according to rules developed by the director of 

the governmental agency given responsibility. The rules are compiled and published as the 

Oregon Administrative Rules (OAR). Oregon Administrative Rule 340 provides the 

mechanism by which the Oregon DEQ operates to fulfill its mandate.  

 One of the classifications of open burning regulated is recreational burning. There 

is an exemption provided in OAR 340-264-0040 (Department of Environmental Quality 

Rules for Open Burning, 2004) for recreational and ceremonial fires [section (1)] and for 
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barbeque equipment [section (2)] from DEQ all open burning rules except for those 

imposed in OAR 340-264-0050 and OAR 340-264-0060. However, section (3) of this rule 

clarifies the exemption, noting that, with the exception of fires set for purposes listed under 

this section, exempted fires remain subject to the requirements and prohibitions of local 

jurisdictions. (Department of Environmental Quality Rules for Open Burning, 2004) 

 OAR 340-264-0050 (Department of Environmental Quality Rules for Open 

Burning, 2004) contains general requirements for open burning that are applied to the 

entire State of Oregon. This section, as noted above, regulates recreational fires. Section (1) 

establishes that the responsibility for violation of open burning rules lies individually with 

the property owner, the owner or custodian of the materials burned and any person who 

causes or allows the open burning activity to be started or continued. Section (2) establishes 

the requirement for open burning activities to be constantly attended. Section (3) directs 

that any open burning activity in violation of open burning rules, or not in accordance with 

a DEQ letter permit, must be promptly extinguished. The requirements of section (4) 

prevent excess smoke emissions by setting standards for the fuels burned and for the 

manner in which the fuel is introduced to the fire. Ultimate responsibility for the 

consequences of open burning, including civil and criminal liability, remains with the 

parties responsible for the open burning activity, regardless of compliance with state of 

local open burning rules (Department of Environmental Quality Rules for Open Burning, 

2004, OAR 340-264-050).  Finally, OAR 340-264-0050 (7) specifies that commercial, 

construction and demolition debris burning that is otherwise allowed but that violates OAR 

340-264-0060 is prohibited and must be immediately extinguished. 

 The general open burning prohibitions for the State of Oregon are contained in 

OAR 340-264-0060 (Department of Environmental Quality Rules for Open Burning, 
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2004). Section two of the rule prohibits nuisance fires or fires that constitute a hazard to the 

public. Materials that are prohibited as fuels are defined in section (3) of this rule, including 

“wet garbage, plastic, asbestos, wire insulation, auto parts, asphalt, petroleum products or 

petroleum treated materials, rubber, animal remains, or animal or vegetable matter resulting 

from the handling, preparation, cooking, or service of food or of any other material which 

normally emits dense smoke or noxious odors”. Section (4) prohibits burning during times 

when the State Fire Marshal has been notified that burning is prohibited by DEQ for 

meteorologic conditions or air quality conditions. Open burning is further prohibited, in 

section (6), during hours other than those authorized by DEQ. 

 DEQ open burning rules divide the regulated area into sections that correspond to 

the boundaries of each county in the state. Each county, individually, has its own specific 

open burning rules. DEQ open burning rules for Clatsop County are contained in OAR 

340-264-0100 and Columbia County DEQ open burning regulations are determined by 

OAR 340-264-150. Rules for both counties are substantially the same with regard to 

recreational fires and backyard burning. (Department of Environmental Quality Rules for 

Open Burning, 2004) 

DEQ open burning rules for these counties allow domestic burning “subject to OAR 

340-264-0050 and OAR 340-264-0060, and the requirements and prohibitions of local 

jurisdictions and the State Fire Marshal” (Department of Environmental Quality Rules for 

Open Burning, 2004). 

1998 Oregon Uniform Fire Code 

 The 1998 Oregon Uniform Fire Code, amended from the 1997 Uniform Fire Code 

by Oregon State Fire Marshal (OSFM, 1998), is the adopted standard for fire code 

enforcement in Columbia County. There are numerous references within the code defining 
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the conditions, limitations, and prohibitions with regard to open burning and authorizing 

rural fire districts to regulate open burning activities. The following citations in particular 

form the basis of such regulation. 

 The definitions contained in Chapter 219 of the code (OSFM, 1998) include the 

definition of Recreational Fire, stating that recreational fire is “the burning of materials 

other than rubbish where fuel being burned is not contained in an incinerator, outdoor 

fireplace, barbeque grill or barbeque pit and with a total fuel area of 3 feet or less in 

diameter and 2 feet or less in height for pleasure, religious, ceremonial, cooking, or similar 

purposes.”  The definition forms the basis for the practice of recreational burning. 

 Chapter 1102, section 1102.4, of the code (OSFM, 1998) sets forth the general 

requirements for recreational fires. Recreational fires must not be conducted within 25 feet 

of a structure or of combustible material unless contained in a barbeque pit. Additionally, 

conditions which might lead to spread of fire to combustible materials must be eliminated 

prior to conducting the activity. Equipment designed to control, contain, or extinguish the 

fire, such as shovels, garden hoses, buckets (filled with water), fire extinguishers, must be 

present and within easy reach. The fire must be attended at all times by a responsible 

individual who is competent to use the fire extinguishing equipment and to control 

activities in the area. Finally, section 1102.4 authorizes the Fire Chief or his designee to 

order immediate discontinuance of a recreational fire if it is determined to have created a 

hazard. 

 Section 1102.4 of the Oregon Uniform Fire Code (OSFM, 1998) established a 

minimum standard for recreational burning. It is the basis of the regulatory rules to be 

contained in the MBRFPD Recreational Fire Policy (See Appendix J). 

Columbia County Fire Defense Board Rules for Open Burning 
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Sections Pertaining to Recreational Burning 

 The regulations state that materials to be burned must be prepared for burning. 

Combustible materials must be dried to the extent possible to prevent excessive smoke 

production. Non-combustible materials, such as dirt, rocks or metals, should be cleaned 

from the material to be burned (CCFDB, 1981, page 5).  Burning materials that produce 

noxious smoke or fumes is prohibited. Examples of such materials include, but are not 

limited to, “domestic garbage, plastics, wire insulation, auto bodies or parts, asphalt, waste 

petroleum products, rubber products, animal remains, and animal or vegetable waste 

produced by the handling, preparation, cooking, or service of food” (CCFDB, 1981, page 

5).  These requirements form the basis for the condition of the fuel to be burned in a 

recreational fire and what materials may not be burned. 

 Open burning of domestic waste is allowed under the CCFDB Rules for Open 

Burning, providing that the requirements of OAR 340-264-0180 are met by the operation 

(CCFDB, 1981, page 6). While domestic waste meeting the intent of the rules may be 

burned in a site prepared as a recreational fire site, the rules applied for the activity will be 

those applicable to the burning of domestic waste. This distinction is an important to make 

when determining whether to apply the domestic waste rules or the less restrictive rules for 

a recreational fire. 

 The ODF, using multiple fire behavior indicators, will determine when fire hazard 

conditions have become dangerous. At that point the ODF will declare Fire Season to be in 

effect in Northwest Oregon. The CCFDB has determined that sufficient fire hazard exists 

when fire season is declared to warrant a total burn ban within the county (CCFDB, 1981, 

page 8). This ban continues in effect until fire season is released, or until sufficient rainfall 
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has been received to warrant limited resumption of open burning. It is important to note 

that recreational fires are exempted from this burning ban (CCFDB, page 7). 

Additional Miscellaneous Information 

 According to the CCFDB rules, burning must take place during daylight hours 

(CCFDB, 1981, page 9). However, recreational fires are again exempted (CCFDB, 1981, 

page 7). 

Exceptions 

 There are two exceptions listed to the CCFDB Rules for Open Burning that are 

important to recreational fires regulation. The first exception is for recreational fires, 

including fires required for established ceremonial or religious observances. The only 

restriction noted is that the materials burned must not result in the emission of  “dense 

smoke or noxious odors” (CCFDB, 1981, page 7). 

 The second important exception is for “outside barbeque equipment not used for 

commercial or fund raising purposes” (CCFDB, 1981, page 7). This exception is specific to 

equipment used for cooking and does not apply to any other purpose. It provides a means 

for outdoor cooking when other means may be prohibited due to weather conditions or the 

absence of a safe site for a recreational fire.  

Guidelines for Open Burning, Albany Fire Department 

  Albany Fire Department, located in Albany, Oregon, has established two effective 

educational documents based on the Oregon Uniform Fire Codes rules for recreational 

burning and upon ORS 164.333.   

 The first is a professionally printed bi-fold 8 ½” x 11” double sided flyer designed 

to be used as a general public education tool (see Appendix I). Created by Deb Keehn of 

Albany Fire Department in Oregon, the flyer is titled “ Guidelines for Open Burning” on 
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the facing page, along with identification of the local fire department responsible for open 

burning regulation. Upon opening the facing page the reader is given a clear, concise 

definition of open burning and a clear, concise statement of open burning that is against the 

law, all in large, bold print that is quickly and easily read and understood.  Opening the 

flyer completely reveals detailed information as to when burning is allowed, what materials 

may not be burned, what the minimum conditions are for open burning, and finishes with 

specific definitions of common types of open burning. The types include Backyard 

Burning, Agricultural Burning, Slash Burning, and Recreational Burning.  Also included is 

the fire department contact number. The back page is used to identify the fire department, 

its address, and the main fire department phone number. The flyer is so functional and 

appealing that permission was sought and received from Ms. Keene to reproduce the 

document in the appendix and to use it as an example of an educational tool.  

 The second document, titled “Recreational Burn Guidelines” (see appendix H), is 

an informational sheet that is provided directly to anyone applying for a burning permit for 

a recreational fire. It is specific to recreational fires, quick and easy to read, and contains 

direct references to the appropriate sections of the Oregon Uniform Fire Code and the 

Oregon Revised Statutes. This document demonstrates an effective method of direct 

education of members of the public with a specific interest in recreational burning. 

 Both of these documents provide examples of regulation of recreational burning 

through education, an effective and positive means of behavior modification. 

City of Langford Campfire Regulations 

 In Langford, British Columbia, Canada, recreational fires are carefully regulated 

(City of Langford, British Columbia, Canada, 2003). Permission must first be obtained 

from the fire department, leaving the address of the proposed recreational fire, the name of 
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a responsible adult, and the phone number at which the adult will be available during the 

event. The regulations specify a recreational fire of no more than two feet square and must 

not be nearer than 20 feet to any structure nor less than 10 feet from any shrubbery, 

wooden fences, or overhanging trees. It must be laid in a pit constructed of non-

combustible materials or must be surrounded by bare mineral earth, gravel or sand. The 

rules specify supervision by an adult or 19 years or older with immediate access to tools, a 

garden hose, or other means to control the fire. Recreational fires may not be lit during 

conditions of high winds and must be completely extinguished prior to being abandoned. 

 The reference provides a clear example of fire department recreational fire 

regulations in the Pacific Northwest. It is important because it establishes clear controls 

over recreational fires, similar to what is intended to result from this action research 

project. 

 Additionally, Langford publishes their burning regulations and Schedule on their 

website at www.district.langford.bc.ca/fire/burning_information/cooking_fire.htm. The 

web page lists all of the city’s regulations and prohibitions and then lists a predetermined 

schedule for burning during the year. No burning of wet garbage, organic waste, plastic, 

rubber, asphalt shingles, or of any similar material, is allowed. The minimum clearance 

from buildings is 20 feet, and 10 feet from shrubbery and wooden fences.  This web page is 

an excellent example of an educational component addressing a fire prevention issue. 

Chanhassen Fire Department Policy 

 Chanhassen Fire Department listed a policy on their website that seems to fulfill the 

requirements of Oregon’s recreational fire rules (Chanhassen Fire Department, 2002). This 

policy begins by stating that cooking, ceremonial or recreational fires are not required to 

obtain permits. The policy also calls for a size limitation of three feet square and three feet 
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high. Additional restrictions include the type and condition of the fuel to be burned, defines 

a minimum distance to a structure as 25 feet, notes the minimum fire spread conditions 

around the site, and lists the tools and materials that must be on site as buckets, shovels or 

garden hoses. Additionally, the policy notes that any official of any agency responsible for 

fire suppression may declare any fire to constitute a hazardous condition and require it to 

be immediately extinguished. The policy goes on to prohibit recreational fires during a 

burn ban, and requires that wind speeds must be 15 mph or less and prevailing winds must 

be away from occupied structures during recreational burning activities. 

  Education is one of the five pillars of a successful community fire protection 

(National Fire Academy [NFA], 2003, Unit 4). This Chanhassen Fire Department policy is 

clearly written with public education in mind. It is clear, concise and unambiguous. It is 

also written in a non-threatening but official style that will educate without offending. 

German Township Volunteer Fire Department 

 The German Township Volunteer Fire Department, Indiana, has developed an open 

burning policy that is accessible on-line (German Township Volunteer Fire Department, 

2001). What is notable about this policy is that it is an attempt to address one of the “five 

Es” of successful community fire protection programs (National Fire Academy [NFA], 

2003, page 1-22), that is education. The policy explains why the activity is important, who 

it is important to, what the department must do to fulfill its duty. It then defines the term 

“nuisance fire”, which is the subject of this educational material, in simple terms that are 

unambiguous to someone not familiar with fire suppression terms. It is a great example of 

what can be done to reduce the risk of hostile fire by simply putting your message in front 

of the people of your district. 
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City of Faribault Ordinance 98-17 

 The city of Faribault, MN, has developed and published “An Ordinance Regulating 

Open Burning” (City of Faribault, 2004). The ordinance begins with a statement of risk and 

the city’s proposal to manage that risk. “Whereas, open burning creates risks of losses due 

to fire, and impairs air quality, regulation of open burning is necessary to protect public 

health, safety, and welfare.” It goes on to define the two forms of burning authorized in the 

city as permitted burning and recreational fire. Permitted burning is defined as a fire for 

which a permit has been issued. A recreational fire is defined as a fire for cooking, 

warming or recreational purposes, using only clean, untreated wood or charcoal as fuel. 

 The permitting process is well defined and assigned to the city’s Department of Fire 

and Code Services. A process is described where a Department employee designated as a 

fire warden is assigned responsibility to operate the permitting process and monitor the 

performance of the permitees. The fire wardens are also authorized to see that nuisance 

fires are immediately extinguished. No authority or direction is given should the permitee 

refuse to extinguish the fire. (City of Faribault, 2004, Section 10-32) 

 Conditions are described which must be considered prior to burning. The conditions 

are much the same nature as these discussed in earlier literature, but are very general, 

lacking specificity. (City of Faribault, 2004, Section 10-33) 

 The section regulating recreational fires limits recreational fires to a maximum of 3 

feet in diameter, requires them to be 15 feet or more from the nearest combustible structure, 

mandates continuous presence of a knowledgeable, experienced adult, and forbids lighting 

of the fire until an area extending 5 feet away from the base of the fire in all directions is 

free from flammable materials. (City of Faribault, 2004, Section 10-35) 
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 Nuisance fires are defined clearly as “open burning in violation of the ordinance, or 

as fires that create a risk to the public health and safety due to changes in conditions, or as 

fires that unreasonably interfere with the enjoyment of another person, or other person’s, 

property, or of public property.” This section authorizes city staff to extinguish nuisance 

fires immediately and without notice. An additional clause states that compliance with the 

requirements of a permit is not a defense against creating a nuisance fire. (City of Faribault, 

2004, Section 10-36) 

 In the offenses section rest the same basic fire safety prohibitions listed in earlier 

literature. The prohibitions are listed as offenses, but there are no accompanying penalties 

for the offenses nor does the document authorize the fire wardens to do anything to 

eliminate the hazard. (City of Faribault, 2004, Section 10-37) 

 The city of Faribault did a very good job of defining the different types of burning 

activities. That is an important element in the creation of effective policy and will 

contribute to the construction of the recreational fire policy that will be the result of this 

research project. 

East Moline Fire Department Open Burning Policies 

 The open burning policies of East Moline Fire Department are both concise and 

comprehensive (East Moline Fire Department, 2004). This document divides open burning 

into three categories. The first is for the burning of leaves and refuse (East Moline Fire 

Department, Section 1). Dry leaves may be burned between 9am and 5pm, but no other 

form of household waste can be disposed of in this manner. The rules for burning leaves 

are very clearly articulated and follow closely other open burning policies discussed above. 

No permit is required for this category. 
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 The second category listed is for incinerators or recreational fires (East Moline Fire 

Department, 2004, Section 2). Incinerators are allowed with strict rules for construction and 

with reference to their replacing burn barrels. However, it is not clear what can be burned 

in this fashion. The previous section clearly states that no rubbish or trash may be burned, 

and that this includes paper products or construction, demolition or renovation waste. 

 Recreational fires are allowed when they meet the guidelines listed in that section 

(East Moline Fire Department, 2004, Section2, Recreational Fires). The guidelines require 

much the same recreational fire safety precautions as listed in prior documents reviewed 

above. There is no definition that sets forth what is considered to be a recreational fire. 

None of the fires listed in the second category require permits. 

 The third category is titled “Open Burning of Landscape Waste” (East Moline Fire 

Department, 2004, Section 3). Permits are required and only commercial or industrial 

organizations may apply.  

 The interesting part of this policy example is that it refers back to its original 

adoption, and then refers to the acts, codes, ordinances, or rules upon which the policy was 

based. It is important to be able to quickly and easily refer to the materials forming the 

basis of policy because when those acts, codes, ordinances or rules change, the policy may 

need to be updated, modified, or annotated to reflect those changes. 

Corporation of the County of Brant 

 The County of Brant, Ontario, Canada, has published their by-law to Regulate Open 

Air Burning, and made it accessible via the Internet (The Corporation of the County of 

Brant, Ontario, Canada, 2002). Of all the examples of policies, ordinances, guidelines or 

rules that have been reviewed for this research project, By-Law Number 223-02 is the most 
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complete. Reference is made to the supporting Canadian federal acts at the beginning of the 

document, providing unquestionable authority to create, adopt and enforce the by-law.  

 The document includes a list of terms and assigns to them definitions which are 

clear and concise (The Corporation of the County of Brant, Ontario, Canada, 2002, Section 

1). It assigns the by-law a short title, the “Burning Regulation By-law” (The Corporation of 

the County of Brant, Ontario, Canada, Section 2). The fire chief is given responsibility to 

administer the by-law countywide and no open burning is allowed without his approval. 

Enforcement is assigned to the Fire Chief and the Provincial Offenses Officer (The 

Corporation of the County of Brant, Ontario, Canada, Section 3). The county fire services 

are specifically exempt from the by-law when the burning is for the purposes of education 

or training. 

 Except at a public event, the Chief’s approval is assumed to exist when the thirteen 

listed requirements specific to recreational burning have been met. The requirements are 

very similar to the requirements of most of the other recreational fire policies discussed 

above. One interesting note is the reference to materials listed in “Schedule A” when 

discussing the appropriate materials to be burned in a recreational fire. There is also a 

section specific for recreational fires to occur at public events, requiring an application, an 

inspection, and a permit. Non-recreational open burning is by permit only. The 

requirements are remarkably similar to those listed above for the Columbia County Fire 

Defense Board Open Burning Rules. (The Corporation of the County of Brant, Ontario, 

Canada, 2002, Section 10) 

 The by-law includes a section dealing with enforcement, penalties, and collection of 

costs. This section sets forth the legal basis for enforcement and collection of penalties, 

provides the authority to enforce the regulations “to the Fire Chief, Municipal Law 
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Enforcement Officers, and to the county’s Police and Fire Services.” To facilitate 

collection of costs a schedule is referenced that contains the various offenses and the 

penalties for infraction of each. (The Corporation of the County of Brant, Ontario, Canada, 

2002, Sections 41-46) 

 Appended are schedules “A” through “F”, which provide specific information 

regarding the mechanisms of the by-law. An example of the Burning Permit is also 

attached. 

 While this document does not provide any new and important information, it does 

provide a very well organized template or format for a policy regulating a program such as 

that being proposed by this research project. 

Oregon Department of Forestry, Fire Prevention 

 The Oregon Department of Forestry (ODF) produces a flyer that provides education 

as to when and how to appropriately build a recreational fire. It also cites the pertinent 

statutes regulating such fires in Oregon’s wildland (See Appendix G).  This flyer is 

distributed through fire districts and retail stores in the area. It is given out at the ODF 

offices and is posted in conspicuous places around the state in weather-resistant form.   

Kirkland Fire/Building Department 

 Kirkland, Washington, has developed an informational bulletin that does a good job 

of educating as to local regulations for use of a recreational fire (Kirkland Fire/Building 

Department, 2001). The document first defines Recreational Fire, and then goes on to 

define Rubbish, a prohibited fuel for a recreational fire.  Under General information, the 

document defines a recreational fire size limitation (36” in diameter and 24” in height) 

under which a permit is not required. 
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 The bulletin goes on to list the local regulations for having a recreational fire in the 

Kirkland area (Kirkland Fire/Building Department, 2001, General Provisions).  The 

location of the fire is to be no less than 50 feet from any structure or other combustible 

materials. Environmental factors such as drought, high winds or water shortages, or an air 

quality burn ban could void a permit or prohibit a non-permitted recreational fire are 

discussed. Kirkland requires a minimum of two fire extinguishers be present of a minimum 

rating of 2A, or a charged garden hose. The fire must be supervised at all times by an adult 

capable of operating the fire suppression devices. If complaints are received due to smoke, 

the fire may be required to be extinguished. If a permit is required it must be on site.  

Finally, for all permitted fires, inspection of the site must be completed prior to the event. 

 The importance of this material to the objectives of this action research paper is that 

the document provides yet another example of an educational program designed to promote 

fire safety and to reduce the incidence of hostile fire resulting from recreational uses.  

Hayman Fire 

 The Hayman Fire, started on June 8, 2002 southwest of Denver, Colorado, burned 

25 homes, forced the evacuation of 5,340 people, and did almost $7,000,000 in damage 

(Wikipedia, 2004). It was caused by a federal forester who lit a campfire while on duty. 

This reference illustrates the damage that can result from an improperly tended campfire. 

Firewise 

 Firewise (United States Department of Agriculture [USDA], 2004) is an 

organization created under the auspices of the United States Department of Agriculture-

Forest Service and the National Association of State Foresters as a tool for local use in the 

reduction of wildland fire through education. Among many other things, the program 

publishes an article on campfire safety and on building an outdoor campfire site. The 
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procedure is based on a building a fire pit temporary site in the wildland but forms the 

official basis for campfire site construction. 

 The guide states that the campfire should be located away from steep slopes and at 

least 5 feet away from overhanging branches and from other combustible materials. Fire 

control tools such as a shovel should be handy as well as enough water to completely put 

the fire out. They instruct the camper to keep the fire small, building a good bed of coals 

surrounded by stones. The fire should never be left unattended. (USDA, 2004) 

Steamboat Springs Fire Department 

 Steamboat Springs Fire Department adapts the USDA definition for campfire site 

construction, applying its intent to construction of a permanent campfire pit (Steamboat 

Springs Fire Department, 1999).  Their approach is simple and straightforward. Their 

standard states that the pit constrict starts with burying a (fire ring) at least eight inches 

deep in the ground. The diameter of the pit must be no more than 36” and it must be 

constructed of brick, concrete, steel, or sealed rock. There must be a lip protruding from the 

ground a minimum of six inches high. Steamboat Springs Fire Department requires an 

inspection by a fire official prior to use. 

Fishhawk Lake Estates Campfire Committee: Fire Safety Program Operation Guide 

Program Overview 

 During the summer of 2002 the Fishhawk Lake Estates Recreation Association 

members noticed that there had been an increase in emergency responses to their 

community by the local fire district. Most of these responses were originally reported as 

uncontrolled debris fires, but turned out to be unauthorized campfires. Several members 

were upset with the fire district’s requirement that even campfires be extinguished 

immediately during fire season unless individually inspected and permitted. Property 
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owners pressed for a resolution and so a committee was formed to determine why this was 

occurring and what could be done to satisfy the local fire district rules while maintaining 

the right to have a campfire when it was safe to do so.  Over the next 18 months, 

subsequent to numerous meetings with local fire officials and representatives of the Oregon 

Department of Forestry, the committee hammered out a tentative agreement and created the 

Fishhawk Lake Estates Fire Safety Program Operation Guide (Fishhawk Lake Estates 

Campfire Committee, 2003). 

The purpose of the program is to create a long term fire safety program that meets 

the protection needs of the associated property owners, property owners surrounding the 

Fishhawk Lake Estates property, and the fire protection agencies with jurisdiction. While 

addressing these fire protection needs it is also important to maintain the right of the 

associated property owners to meet their recreational needs, one of which is to have a 

campfire (Fishhawk Lake Estates Campfire Committee, 2003, Overview). In pursuit of that 

goal, the objectives discussed below were identified as necessary for the project to be 

successful in the long term. 

The first objective identified is the creation of a fire safety program that addresses 

the safe use of recreational fires during the identified high fire hazard periods (Fishhawk 

Lake Estates Campfire Committee, 2003, Overview). The next objective is to create 

awareness in the community that fire safety is an important responsibility of every property 

owner (Fishhawk Lake Estates Campfire Committee, 2003, Overview). 

The third objective, and by far the most difficult to accomplish, is to gain the 

approval of the agencies with regulatory authority over recreational burning. The fourth 

objective, the creation of a long-term agreement between the association and the regulatory 
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agencies, must be accomplished prior to the beginning of the 2004 fire season. (Fishhawk 

Lake Estates Campfire Committee, 2003, Overview) 

The program overview has an additional objective, though it is not listed as such. It 

is the desired outcome of the project to result in an approved operational program, with a 

defined process, that will continue indefinitely. The overview goes on to suggest that, for 

this to occur, all of the parties will need to work together, recognizing that common goals 

and shared responsibilities will be a necessary part of the operational strategy. (Fishhawk 

Lake Estates Campfire Committee, 2003, Overview) 

Glossary of Terms 

The program contains a section listing terms to which are attributed, or to which 

have been attributed, specific meanings for the purposes of the Fishhawk Lake Estates Fire 

Safety Program.  Those terms with specific definitions that will add meaning to the 

discussion later in this research document will be listed in the “Procedures” section under 

the heading “Definition of Terms”. (Fishhawk Lake Estates Campfire Committee, 2003, 

Glossary of Terms) 

The Campfire Site and Pit Construction 

The fire safety plan first addresses campfire site selection, pit construction, and site 

maintenance. The site must be located a minimum of 20 feet from the nearest structure and 

must be constructed in the open, clear of any overhanging boughs of a tree or of other 

woody growth. The site may not constitute a threat to persons, property, or to the 

environment. It must be located a minimum of 20 feet from any vegetation that will catch 

and hold a fire and 10 feet or more from any property line. (Fishhawk Lake Estates 

Campfire Committee, 2003, Campfire Pit Construction) 
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Construction of a safe fire pit is accomplished by applying the USDA Forest 

Service specification, as used by the National Park Service. The walls of the pit are 

constructed of 16 gauge steel corrugated pipe, 36” in diameter and 12” deep. The steel pipe 

is placed into the native soil so that the top of the ring is approximately 3” ground level 

supported on a bed of crushed rock 3” deep. Additional crushed rock is used to fill around 

the outside of the pipe creating a non-combustible barrier between the pit and native soil. 

Optionally, decorative rock may be placed around the outside of the ring for its esthetic 

value. (Fishhawk Lake Estates Campfire Committee, 2003, Campfire Pit Construction) 

If the pit is to be designated for used during fire regulated use periods it must be 

surrounded by an area five feet wide that is maintained as non-combustible. Bare earth, 

gravel, or grass maintained green and short are all examples of materials approved for a 

non-combustible buffer zone. (Fishhawk Lake Estates Campfire Committee, 2003, 

Campfire Pit Construction) 

Initial inspection must occur prior to use of the fire pit during fire season. The fire 

district must be notified of the scheduled initial inspection with sufficient time available for 

the fire district and ODF to participate in the inspection if they so choose. (Fishhawk Lake 

Estates Campfire Committee, 2003, Campfire Pit Construction) 

The Campfire Pit Inspection Process 

There are two types of inspections planned for the campfire pits. The first is the 

initial inspection. This inspection occurs after the pit is installed but before its initial use. 

An initial inspection may occur at any time during the year following its installation, as 

long it is convenient for the fire district and for ODF to participate in the process. The site 

and the installation must meet the standards created in the Fire Safety Program, as 
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approved by the fire district and by ODF. When the initial inspection is completed and the 

site approved it may be used by the owner, provided the owner has completed the required 

fire safety education. The certification expires at the beginning of fire season the following 

calendar year. (Fishhawk Lake Estates Campfire Committee, 2003, Fire Pit Inspection) 

The second type of inspection is an annual safety inspection. This inspection takes 

place at a time that is mutually agreeable to Fishhawk Lake Estates, to the local fire district, 

and to ODF, and occurs prior to the beginning of fire season in any given year. The 

inspection is completed to determine if the campfire site has been properly maintained and 

currently meets the requirements agreed upon by the inspecting parties. Sites meeting the 

standard are approved for used during fire season of that year. Those that are not approved 

are notified of the deficiencies and are required to schedule a second inspection. All 

approved sites are subject to random spot checks to ensure that each site is properly 

maintained throughout the fire season. (Fishhawk Lake Estates Campfire Committee, 2003, 

Campfire Pit Inspection) 

A checklist has been created and is available to owners so that it is easy to 

determine when the requirements for use are met. (Fishhawk Lake Estates Campfire 

Committee, 2003, Appendix III) 

Fire Safety Education Programs 

Fishhawk Lake Estates plan includes three separate educational programs to 

improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the Fire Safety Program. The first, termed 

Level 1 Training, is a required basic fire safety training program for those owners who 

wish to site and use campfire pits for recreational purposes. This program is to be held 

twice annually, in the spring and in the fall, and is open to all members of the community 
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served by the Mist-Birkenfeld RFPD. The program has been developed with input from the 

local fire district and from ODF and is not to be more than one hour in length. There is 

potential for a self-study version, though the student would need to demonstrate their 

knowledge in some manner for credentialing. Level 1 training is required initially prior to 

an owner’s use of their fire pit, and thereafter every 2 years. (Fishhawk Lake Estates 

Campfire Committee, 2003, Fire Safety Education: Level 1) 

Level 2 Training includes all of the basic training from Level 1, plus additional 

training on supervising campfires during periods when fire season is in force. Such training 

must include, at a minimum, what fuels can be burned, ensuring that the five foot buffer 

zone is properly maintained, identification and use of required fire safety tools, and the 

requirements for on-going designation of the fire pit. Notice must be posted by the owner at 

the clubhouse of their intent to have a campfire during a regulated closure period when 

recreational fires are ordinarily banned. Additionally, training is to be given on how to 

determine when fire season is in effect and when regulated closure has been declared by 

ODF. (Fishhawk Lake Estates Campfire Committee, 2003, Fire Safety Education: Level 2) 

In order to provide trained personnel to monitor the program during fire season, 

Lake Fire Stewards are appointed and trained to the Fishhawk Lake Estates Level 3 

standards. The Lake Steward’s will regularly patrol Fishhawk Lake Estates properties 

providing random inspection of fires in process to ensure that they are in approved sites, 

that the proper fuels are being used, that proper tools are present, and that the fires are 

attended while they are burning. Any campfire not meeting the requirements of the Fire 

Safety Program will be ordered to be extinguished. Non-compliance with the order will 

result in an immediate report of an unlawful campfire via Columbia 911 Emergency 

Communications center. Fire district personnel will be immediately dispatched. 
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Additionally, Lake Stewards will monitor all fires in designated pits during regulated 

closure periods. They will also do initial site evaluations for pit placements and spot checks 

at campfire sites to ensure that fire safe conditions are being properly maintained. Lake 

Stewards will receive their training from representatives of Mist-Birkenfeld RFPD and of 

ODF annually at prearranged locations and times. (Fishhawk Lake Estates Campfire 

Committee, 2003, Fire Safety Education: Level 3) 

Address Sign-Pole Markings 

To mark the addresses with approved fire pits installed, identify designated sites 

and display that the owner is currently within the 24-month fire safety-training window, a 

simple color coded tape attached to the address sign pole was developed. Each year the 

color code will rotate colors to indicate site designation and current training. This system 

will aid in determining quickly when a campfire site that is being used is not authorized for 

such use. Lake Stewards will maintain the coding annually, as needed. (Fishhawk Lake 

Estates Campfire Committee, 2003, Address Sign-Pole Markings) 

Random Inspections 

Random inspections may be performed by Lake Stewards, by representatives of 

Mist-Birkenfeld RFPD, and by representatives of ODF, individually or severally, at any 

time and without prior notice to the property owner. (Fishhawk Lake Estates Campfire 

Committee, 2003, Campfire Pit Inspection) 

Campfire Signage 

 An additional educational element has been included, added late in the program 

design period. The goal was to be able to give arriving owners or occupant’s current 

information regarding campfire use. A simple, interchangeable signboard panel was added 
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to the Forest-Fire Danger sign located at the entrance to Fishhawk Lake Estates. The signs 

were painted in eye catching, bright colors to draw the attention of the traffic at it entered. 

Three options were identified for placement: Campfires Permitted for those times of the 

year when regulated closure is not in effect; Campfires Permitted Only in Designated Sites, 

for those periods when regulated closure is in effect but fire danger was not yet extreme, 

and; No Campfires for periods when fire danger is extreme and all burning is forbidden. 

Summary 

The importance of this non-published booklet to the fire district’s development of 

appropriate, effective fire district policies, procedures, and guidelines enabling the 

Designated Campsite Community program cannot be emphasized strongly enough. This 

booklet, when adopted by the Fishhawk Lake Estates Board of Directors, demonstrates the 

resolve of that group to address the fire safety issues created when campfires are allowed 

during period of high fire danger.   It also illustrates the group’s willingness to work 

together with regulatory agencies to achieve this goal. The documents contained in their 

Fire Safety Program are the result of months of collaborative efforts on the parts of 

Fishhawk Lake Estates, Mist-Birkenfeld RFPD, and ODF representatives. The regulating 

agencies may now develop policies based on their statutory responsibilities, using their 

statutory authorities, allowing implementation of the Designated Campfire Community 

Program proposed by Fishhawk Lake Estates.  An agreement must be developed to govern 

the operation of this collaborative program. 

Bureau of Business Practice Personnel Policy Manual 

The Bureau of Business Practice (BBP) Personnel Policy Manual (Bureau of 

Business Practice, Inc [BBP], 1986) publishes a personnel policy manual that includes a 
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general policy writing section. According to the BBP, “a policy is a consistent guide to be 

followed under a given set of circumstances.” Policies are guides to thinking and deciding 

on action, not necessarily guides to specific actions. A policy may include a procedure, but 

procedures are not policies. Good policies leave room for individual discretion. (BBP, Page 

11) 

Effective policies are considered those that are staff and personnel refer to and 

frequently use. They point out who is responsible to act. They are reviewed and updated 

regularly and used frequently. Good policies are complete, governing every element of 

related actions for which the policy was created. Policies should be inviolate, with 

exceptions made rarely. Finally, policies should be in written form and dispersed freely to 

those responsible for their application. (BBP, 1986, Page 11) 

Identification of components is not enough when creating an effective policy 

template. Policies should also be crafted to achieve the characteristic objectives listed 

above in order to be consistent and current. 

PROCEDURES 

Definition of Terms 

1. “Campfire” means any open fire used for cooking, personal warmth, lighting, 

ceremonial or esthetic purposes that is hand built and that is not associated with any 

debris disposal. 

2. “C-Com” means the Columbia Emergency 911 Communications District 

3. “Coordinating Governmental Entities” includes, but is not limited to, Mist-

Birkenfeld Rural Fire Protection District, Oregon Department of Forestry (Clatsop 

County), and Oregon Department of Forestry (Columbia County). 
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4. “Domestic Waste” means household material including paper, cardboard, clothing, 

yard debris, or other material actually generated in or around a dwelling of four (4) 

or fewer family living units or on real property appurtenant to the dwelling. 

5. “Designated Campfire Community” means a defined community that meets and 

maintains a campfire safety standard that meets the requirements of all local, 

regional, state and federal fire regulatory agencies in whose jurisdiction the 

community resides, and that has received such designation through agreement with 

the governmental entities having jurisdiction. 

6. “Fire Hazard” means the presence or accumulation of combustible material of such 

nature and in sufficient quantity that its continued existence constitutes an imminent 

and substantial danger to life, property, public welfare, or to adjacent lands. 

7. “Fishhawk Lake Estates” means a private association of 350 single-family 

dwellings developed around Fishhawk Lake. Owning property at Fishhawk Lake 

requires membership in the Fishhawk Lake Recreation Association along with 

adherence to Association rules and by-laws. 

8. “Fishhawk Lake Estates Campfire Committee” means that group of residents that 

has been appointed by the Fishhawk Lake Estates Board of Directors to work 

together with the coordinating governmental entities and who have been given the 

authority to monitor and coordinate the efforts of the Stewards and other personnel 

available to attain and maintain a Designated Campfire Community status. 

9. “Hazard to Public Safety” means fires constitute a threat to life, property or the 

environment, that burn prohibited materials, or result in smoke that substantially 

impairs visibility on a roadway. 
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10. “Intuition” means insight based on knowledge, information and experience, 

exposed to logic and imagination, producing a sudden leap of understand 

transcending that which most people would reasonably expect to obtain. 

11. “Local Jurisdiction” means the local fire permit issuing authority, or the local 

government entity with authority to regulate by law or ordinance. 

12. “Mist Birkenfeld Rural Fire Protection District” (Mist-Birkenfeld RFPD or 

MBRFPD) means a local government entity organized as a rural fire district created 

under ORS Chapter 478.  

13. “Nuisance” means a substantial and unreasonable interference with another’s use 

and enjoyment of real property, or the substantial and unreasonable invasion of a 

right common to members of the general public. 

14. “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality” (DEQ) means a State of Oregon 

regulatory division with specific responsibility for air quality standards and 

maintenance, including smoke management. 

15. “Oregon Department of Forestry” (ODF) means a State of Oregon regulatory 

division with specific responsibilities for protection, preservation and management 

of Wildland areas in the state, including regulation of campfires in the wildland. 

16. “Open Burning” means burning in open, outdoor fires, burn barrels, non-certified 

incinerators, or any other burning which occurs in such a manner that combustion 

air is not effectively controlled and combustion products are not effectively vented 

through a tack or chimney. 

17.  “Forestland-Urban Interface” means a geographic area inside a forest protection 

district where there exists a concentration of structures in an urban or suburban 

setting. 
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18. “Waste” means any useless or discarded materials of a type categorized as 

agricultural, commercial, construction, demolition, domestic, industrial, or slash. 

19. “Yard Debris” means wood, needle or leaf materials from trees, shrubs or plants 

and originating from the real property appurtenant to a dwelling of not more than 

four (4) family living units so long as the debris remains on the property of origin. 

Desired Outcome 

 The desired outcome of this research project is to develop and produce a fire district 

campfire policy that results in elimination or significant reduction (minimum 75% 

reduction) of the risk of hostile fires due to campfires originating in the fire district.  The 

mechanism for reduction will be implementation of recognized fire prevention strategies 

identified by research to improve compliance with recreational fire rules and regulations.  

The strategies will include education, engineering, enforcement, economic incentives and 

emergency response components (NFA, 2003, Page SM 1-22, slide 1-34). Implementation 

of these strategies will be followed by regular evaluation and by enhancement if the need is 

indicated. How well these strategies are working to reach the project goal within five years 

(75% minimum reduction) will determine the success of the project in the community. 

 There are six enabling objectives, based on the fire prevention strategies listed 

above, identified with the successful completion and maintenance of this project. The first, 

focused on education, is to ensure that a minimum of 95% of the homes in the Fishhawk 

Lake Estates community who wish to use a campfire pit on their property receive ODF and 

MBRFPD approved recreational fire safety training. The second objective, focused on 

engineering, is to ensure that adequate mechanisms are in place and operational for the 

program to meet or exceed the statutory requirements for recreational fire safety in a 

designated campfire approved setting. The third objective, focused on enforcement, is to 
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ensure that adequate supervision, monitoring and adherence to policy takes place to keep 

the program operationally over time and to meet the minimum requirements contained in 

the statutes. The fourth objective, focusing on economic incentive, is to provide a means 

for the community to reach its goal of becoming a designated campfire site without the 

attending fees or additional taxes typically associated with permits to operate at a higher 

level of public risk. The fifth objective, emergency response, provides mitigation of an 

emergency incident when the program objectives fail. This component is largely in place, 

with fire district personnel and apparatus in place at the Fishhawk Lake Station. The sixth 

and final objective is to measure the effectiveness of the fire prevention program by 

tracking the number of fires occurring as well as the number of persons trained on site.  

 In order to focus the research, four questions have been formulated. Each of the 

four questions addresses the need for specific information upon which to base the action 

research outcomes. The information accumulated will be sorted and categorized according 

to which of the strategies identified above may be affected. The first question defines the 

problem in practical terms. Data will be sought to determine the scope of the problem in the 

local community, and to compare the local community’s experience with other local 

districts as well as available regional and national data. This process will result in 

quantification of the local problem in perspective to the same concern in other districts, the 

region, and the nation. 

 The second research question’s objective is to determine what methods have been 

used in the past and how others with similar concerns have addressed the recreational fire 

issue. Simply put, there are better ways to use scarce resources than to attempt to re-create 

what may already exist in the community of fire service providers. The materials sought 

will be specific and limited to recreational fire policies, guidelines, and other pertinent 
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materials. The examples of methods used by other fire service professionals produced by 

the research performed will be examined and considered to determine if they might be 

relevant to the specific problem this project is to affect.  Relevance will be determined 

based on how the content of each example applies to the rural forestland interface 

environment and to recreational fires specifically. How each example applies to the legal 

responsibilities of fire service providers and to the limitations of their statutory authority is 

also important when determining relevance. The examples must also be practical to apply 

in terms of the limited resources available to the coordinating governmental entities and to 

the associated property owners within the boundaries of MBRFPD. 

 The third question is designed to identify the individual components of a 

recreational fire policy. There are two steps used to develop the components. First, the 

materials identified as relevant through the actions of research question two will be broken 

down into their individual objectives.  Materials examined may be statutory authorizations, 

regulatory requirements, local requirements, or methods obtained from other sources. The 

objectives will be categorized and inventoried as to their application, sorting each 

according to the strategies for the prevention of hostile fires identified above. Objectives 

will then be evaluated and included if they are shown to contribute positively an individual 

fire prevention strategy. The resulting individual objectives will be recombined to support 

the fire prevention strategies identified earlier. The fire prevention strategies created will 

form the components of the recreational fire policy to be created. Each component may 

contain one or more strategies, all of which contribute to the overall purpose of the policy. 

 The purpose of the fourth question is to identify a means to maintain success in the 

long term. Sometimes identified as the sixth required strategy for a successful fire 

prevention program (NFA, 2003, Unit 4), evaluation is the process of determining if the 
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program is meeting its goals and objectives. Initially, evaluation is performed to determine 

if the program is effective. Ongoing evaluation, occurring periodically, determines whether 

the program continues to meet its goals and objectives.  

 To address these questions, action research will be conducted to determine what 

material exists in published form that would identify risk reduction strategies specifically 

relating to campfires. Publications of professional fire service standards were also accessed 

to provide the basic structure within which to create such strategies. Additionally, statutes 

that authorize fire protection activities and that describe the specific responsibilities of fire 

protection agencies will be examined. Where examples of these materials exhibiting similar 

structure and processes will be numerous, a few examples representing the pertinent 

sections will be used to show a general trend. Documents resulting from completion of this 

project will include a general recreational fire policy, an enabling policy recognizing and 

regulating a Designated Campfire Community, a campfire of recreational fire site approval 

checklist and approval form, required standards for a seasonally approved campfire site, 

and a standard for such approval. 

 Action research was performed to seek local, regional or national policies, 

procedures, or guidelines that have been developed by others and that might have 

application to this process.  Examples of materials used to carry out strategies such as 

campfire safety education and prevention of hostile fires caused by careless or irresponsible 

actions involving recreational fires was identified. Where they apply, with the permission 

of their authors, these materials were used to improve the effectiveness of the resulting fire 

district policies, procedures, guidelines, and ancillary supporting documents. 

 The research was completed mainly through the Internet, accessing information 

posted on the World Wide Web by fire service agencies located in the United States and 
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Canada.  Information sought included policies, procedures, and educational materials 

created by other districts specific to recreational burning in a rural environment. 

   All research information taken from on-line sources was obtained from computers 

located at Mist-Birkenfeld Rural Fire Protection District, 12525 Highway 202, Mist, 

Oregon 97016 (MBRFPD).  All written research information was obtained from the 

National Fire Academy (NFA) Learning Resource Center LRC, located in Emmitsburg, 

Maryland, from the Fishhawk Lake campfire committee, from Oregon Department of 

Forestry, and directly from publications located in the library of MBRFPD.  

Assumptions and Limitations 

 There is an implied assumption that materials generated in such places as Illinois, 

Minnesota, British Columbia and Ontario is generally representative of data on rural fire 

prevention that could be generated in most other parts of the nation.  In doing cross 

comparisons between the materials used and the materials available locally, that 

assumption appears to be generally true. 

Use of State of Oregon Standards 

 The applicability of the results of the study may be slightly compromised in states 

that use different criteria, procedures, and rules in the creation of fire protection agencies as 

well as in establishing their various authorities to regulate and to act.  

Rounding and Decimal Limits 

 Where applicable, data will be calculated using no limit on the number of decimal 

places of numbers.  The data will be displayed rounded to a maximum of 2 decimal places.  

For all practical purposes this rounded figure represents an accurate depiction of the 

number for comparison to other, similarly rendered numbers in the document. 

Availability of Data 
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 Availability of adequate data will depend upon the number of fire regulatory 

agencies that regulate recreational fires, track the numbers of incidents of recreational fires 

that produced hostile fire conditions, and that publish, report, or provide such data through 

the various widely accessible media or professional periodicals. 

 Preliminary contacts to rural fire districts in the region have produced no specific 

formal data for recreational fire incidents. Most have tracked open burning incidents but 

not broken the data down from there. ODF and OSFM provided some sketchy data, which 

is included. Specific data was not available regarding recreational fire incidents from the 

NFRS. 

Local Availability of Mass Media Resources for Fire Prevention Education 

 Because the location is rural to frontier, many mass media resources that are 

commonplace in other areas are not available for use in MBRFPD. There are no local 

newspapers, television stations or radio stations. The District relies on production of a fire 

district newsletter to communicate with the local population. This necessarily limits the 

number of people that can be easily reached for educational materials, notices and general 

information dissemination. 

RESULTS 

 The first step in formulating a solution to the problem of the high incidence of 

hostile wildfire in the Fishhawk Lake Area of the MBRFPD is to quantify the problem. To 

accomplish this objective we will apply question one to the research materials produced 

regarding statistics. 
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Research Question One 

What is the current risk of a hostile fire in the fire district’s wildland interface area 

expressed in terms of number of actual occurrences and of damage to the involved 

property?  

Campfire Responses vs District Area
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Statistics have been assembled which represent actual occurrences of open burning 

and of recreational fire incidents that resulted in emergency responses. The statistics cover 

a period of seven years beginning in 1997 and extending to the end of 2003 (See Appendix 

E). Total incidents occurring in the fire district averaged 17 per year during that period. Of 
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those, 11 (64.7%) occurred at Fishhawk Lake Estates. When recreational fires are 

compared, total responses in the district averaged 10 per year, while  

those occurring at Fishhawk Lake Estates averaged 9.43 per year, 85.7% of the averaged 

total for the district. The statistics show a rate of recreational fire responses of more than 16 

times that of the rest of the fire district. Considering that the size of the Fishhawk Lake 

Estates area (6 square Miles) makes up only 4% of the total district area, that is a 

staggering statistic (see Figure 1, page 49). 

 Over the first six years studied, emergency responses to illegal campfires at 

Fishhawk Lake Estates increased by 62.5% (from 8 to 13 annually). During the same 

period emergency responses to illegal campfires in all other parts of the fire district 

decreased from two to one per year (50%). The seventh year, during which the Fishhawk 

Lake Estates Fire Safety Program was being collaboratively developed, the number of 

responses to that location fell to 6, a reduction of 54% from the previous year. 

 Linda Palmer, Data Services manager for the OSFM, was contacted for recreational 

fire data for MBRFPD for the period 1996 to February 2004. She said initially that 

recreational fires were not specifically called out in the data, but promised to try to pull 

something meaningful out for us. By researching “outside Fire for Warming or Cooking, or 

Bonfire on Outdoor Properties” she found 54 reports, 51 of which were in our district. (see 

Appendix D) 

 Michael Simek, Columbia Unit Forester for ODF, was contacted regarding the 

impact of recreational fire incidents in Northwest Oregon. His data showed that the leading 

cause of hostile fires in the region for calendar 2003 was recreational burning, with a total 

number of recreational fire incidents of 20. When applying a five-year average, ending in 

2003, the rate dropped to 17, second only to debris burning. 
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Research Question Two 

What strategies are available to improve campfire regulation compliance? 

 Education. 

 Education is a basic means used by organization that create or enforce rules, 

requirements or laws within their jurisdictions. It is an integral part of any successful fire 

prevention program (NFA, 2003, Unit 4). The material in this section is organized to 

illustrate the objectives of the referenced materials. In the interest of brevity, when many 

examples exist may that address a particular objective, one reference will be given for each 

example that demonstrates a unique approach to achieving the objective. At the end of the 

section the objectives will be summarized. 

 Direct Public Safety Education. 

 Direct public safety education occurs when members of the public receive 

information actively, as in a video taped presentation, or interactively, as in a face-to-face 

or classroom setting. The advantages of direct education are that the audience is focused on 

the material presented in an organized setting, and that confirmation of understanding can 

be achieved through testing or question and answer activities (NFA, 2003, Unit 4). The 

disadvantage to direct education is that it is limited in scope by available educational 

resources. 

 The Fishhawk Lake Estates, ODF and MBDFPD have worked in collaboration to 

create a face-to-face educational experience for lake residents who wish to have 

recreational fires (Fishhawk Lake Estates Campfire Committee, 2003, Section 5). Objective 

number two identified in the Fire Safety Operation Guide is to create awareness in the 

community that fire safety is an important responsibility of every property owner 

(Fishhawk Lake Estates Campfire Committee, Overview). The educational programs cover 
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basic community fire safety (Level 1), fire safety for owners with fire pits who wish to burn 

during periods of regulated closure (Level 2), and specialized training for the Fishhawk 

Lake Estates Fire Stewards (Level 3). The Level 1 training sessions are designed to last 

approximately one hour and are required to be taken every two years. Level 2 training is 

more comprehensive due to the elevated fire danger during a regulated closure. Level 3 

training is focused on the Fire Steward’s role as fire safety monitor and inspector.  

Technical aspects of the fire safety training at all levels will be covered in detail in the 

engineering and enforcement sections. (Fishhawk Lake Estates Campfire Committee, 

Section 5) 

Indirect Public Safety Education. 

 Indirect public safety education occurs when members of the public receive the 

educational information passively, in an informal setting without direct contact from a 

representative of the regulating organization. One example of indirect education is the 

educational flyer. The advantages of indirect education include the ability to reach the 

population of whole communities, and the ability to continue the educational process over 

time. The major disadvantage is the inability to directly assess learning (NFA, 2003, Unit 

4). 

 The educational flyer is a document meant to reach many people with information 

that may be important to their lives. The first example is a professionally printed bi-fold 

8½” x 11” double sided flyer designed to be used as a general public education tool (see 

Appendix I), created by Deb Keehn of Albany Fire Department in Oregon (Keehn, 2001).  

The facing page is colorful, concise, identifying the subject of the flyer and identifying the 

fire district as the author. The material exposed when the facing page is opened contains a 

clear definition of the activity that is regulated (open burning), and goes on to explain how 
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the law regulating the activity is interpreted by the fire district. When fully open, the reader 

is given clear information on open burning as well as the rules and conditions required 

when burning. The flyer also gives contact information for obtaining automated burn day 

notifications. The flyer explains where laws regulating open burning may be found and 

how the Albany Fire Department is the authority having jurisdiction over the activity. The 

back page of the flyer provides clear identification of the authoring fire department, as well 

as the address and contact number. The flyer is made available at the Albany Fire 

Department offices to the visiting public, is provided to other organizations that are willing 

to display and the flyers and make them available to the public. The Fire Prevention 

Division also makes use of the flyer as a supplement to their direct delivery public safety 

education. The text of this flyer is available for review at the fire department website 

(Albany Fire Department, 1999).  

 A second example of indirect education comes again from Albany Fire 

Department’s Deb Keehn (Albany Fire Department, 2002). This example is also a flyer, but 

made available on the fire department web site. The information is very specific to 

Recreational Burning, including the rules and conditions required for the activity. Uniform 

Fire Code situations are given for the requirements and the last section provides the 

authority for enforcement by the fire department. Eye-catching graphics are artfully placed 

on the page, reinforcing the intent of the textual remarks.  

 The City of Langford, British Columbia, also provides campfire regulations on their 

web site (City of Langford, British Columbia, Canada, 2003). The web page is very 

specific to campfires (recreational fires in Oregon), and very detailed in the rules and 

conditions for the activity. This document is an application of an open burning by-law 

adopted by the city. It is clear, concise and easily understood. 
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 The next example is an on-line policy produced by Chanhassen Fire department, 

located in Chanhassen, Minnesota (Chanhassen Fire Department, 2002). This fire district 

uses their web site to provide educational information to the public. In this case, the fire 

department has created and adopted a policy regulating recreational fire requirements. The 

entire policy is provided. The policy is concise, providing the reader with the critical 

information needed to safely and legally use a recreational fire in the city of Chanhassen.  

 The fire department in German Township, Indiana, has also posted their Open 

Burning Policy on-line (German Township Volunteer Fire Department, 2001). What is 

unique about this policy is its obvious attempt to address one of the “five Es” of successful 

fire prevention programs (NFA, 2003, Page SM 1-22), education.  The policy addresses 

education by clearly and concisely explaining the department’s position on open burning 

responses, by listing the legal responsibility of the department to investigate reported illegal 

fires, and by posting the content of the policy on-line. Enforcement is addressed in section 

one, listing EPA as the agency responsible for enforcement. Additionally, the term 

nuisance fire is clarified, defined and applied in terms of fire department response. 

 The City of Faribault, MN, has posted a very complete policy on their web site in 

the form of an ordinance (City of Faribault, 2004). The ordinance is a relatively large 

document containing information on all forms of permitted open burning, including 

campfires. The requirements for campfire users is in place and available, but is somewhat 

cumbersome to locate.  

 The Oregon Department of Forestry produces several wildland fire prevention 

flyers that exhibit the unique quality of being engineered for posting at entrances to roads 

and on exterior bulletin boards. Their all weather design is resistant to rain, a quality highly 

desirable in the wet climatic conditions of western Oregon. The flyers operate as notices, 
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an educational application. They are concise, bright in color, and designed to be read from 

a distance of 6 to 10 feet. A black and white example is located in Appendix G. 

Engineering 

 Engineering is applied to fire prevention when a mechanism is created to use in the 

accomplishment of a goal. The mechanism may be a thing with physical characteristics, it 

may be a conceptual construct, or it may be a combination of the two.  

 Oregon State Fire Marshal. 

 A very strong example of a regulatory mechanism is a legal requirement. Legal 

requirements include rules, regulations, requirements, policies, ordinances, by-laws, and 

laws. These legal requirements may arise from federal, state, regional, or local authorities. 

An array of legal requirements that apply to recreational burning is noted in the paragraphs 

following. 

 ORS Chapter 476 makes the OSMF responsible to determine the minimum 

standards for the protection of life and property in the State of Oregon (State Fire Marshal, 

Protection from Fire Generally, 2001, Section 476.120). In carrying out this responsibility 

the OSFM is authorized to create local jurisdictions, including municipal fire departments 

and rural fire protection districts (Rural Fire Protection Districts, 2001).  The local 

jurisdiction acts as the OSFM’s assistant, wielding the authority of the OSFM in matters of 

fire inspection and fire cause determination (State Fire Marshal, Protection from Fire 

Generally, Section 476.060). Open Burning is defined in ORS 476. 010. 

 Unprotected lands are divided into two zones (State Fire Marshal, Protection from 

Fire Generally, 2001, Section 476.310). Zone one is comprised of all otherwise unprotected 

forestlands, rangelands, grasslands, undeveloped lands and any such lands intermingled 

with grazing or agricultural lands. These lands are protected by the Oregon Department of 
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Forestry (State Fire Marshal, Protection from Fire Generally, Section 476.320). Zone two is 

comprised of all of those rural lands not included in zone one. Rural fire protection districts 

provide fire protection for zone two lands in the MBRFPD area (State Fire Marshal, 

Protection from Fire Generally, Section 476.330). 

 Authority to enter and inspect premises for the purposes of fire prevention is 

granted in ORS 476.150. This part of the statute allows the OSFM, or their assistant, to 

enter upon private property without hindrance. 

 Oregon Department of Forestry. 

The mission, authority and responsibilities of the ODF are set forth in ORS 477. 

The primary mission of the ODF is the protection of forest resources (Fire Protection of 

Forests and Vegetation, 2003, Section 477.005). In fulfilling that mission, the ODF has 

been charged by the State Forester to take the lead role in forestland-urban interface fire 

protection planning. ODF is further charged to coordinate with other state, federal and local 

agencies and with private sector interests in such planning efforts (Fire Protection of 

Forests and Vegetation, Section 477.023).  

 Mitigation of fire hazards or risk of fire in the forestland-urban interface setting is 

the landowner’s responsibility (Fire Protection of Forests and Vegetation, 2003, Section 

477.059). Significant penalties exist for failure to fulfill this responsibility should a hostile 

fire escape to threaten property owned by others. When fire is uncontrolled, even when on 

private property, it is considered a nuisance and must be extinguished immediately (Fire 

Protection of Forests and Vegetation, Section 477.064). If the owner fails to extinguish the 

uncontrolled fire ODF is required to respond onto the property and extinguish it (Fire 

Protection of Forests and Vegetation, Section 477.066).  The owner may then be billed for 
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the reasonable costs of extinguishments (Fire Protection of Forests and Vegetation, Section 

477.068). 

 ORS 477.085 declares that persons who cause a fire to be set creating a hazard to 

life of property within a forest protection district is liable for the costs of extinguishments. 

Additionally, if the fire violates any statute, civil costs and damages may also be assessed 

(Fire Protection of Forests and Vegetation, 2003, Section 477.090). In the forestland 

setting, open fires, including campfires, are restricted to areas cleared of flammable 

material, and are required to be completely extinguished prior to the person responsible 

leaving the immediate area (Fire Protection of Forests and Vegetation, Section 477.710). 

 The State Forester may declare fire season to be in effect at any time fire hazards 

exist in any forest protection district. When fire season is in effect certain restrictions are in 

force based on the level of fire hazard present. During this period forest patrols are 

mounted to enforce the restrictions and to monitor the level of fire hazard in the district 

(Fire Protection of Forests and Vegetation, 2003, Section 477.505). 

 Rural Fire Protection Districts. 

 Rural fire protection districts are established under ORS 478. The rules and 

regulations authorizing creation of such districts, and that empower them to provide fire 

suppression and emergency medial services are contained in ORS 478.260.  This section 

also provides the authorization to appoint a fire chief and the responsibilities that 

accompany the appointment are laid out.  The specific authority to enter into agreements 

with others and for open burning regulation also appear in this chapter (Rural Fire 

Protection Districts, 2001, Section 478.300), additionally the authority to assess reasonable 

costs for fire suppression in the presence of unlawful burning is set forth (Rural Fire 

Protection Districts, Section 478.965). Authority is given to the fire chief to establish rules 
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and regulations for open burning and to require permission to engage in such activities 

within the bounds of the fire protection district. Permission to burn may be given second 

only to DEQ declaration of a no-burn day based on air quality. (Rural Fire Protection 

Districts, Section 478.960) 

 Environmental Quality, Generally. 

 The Environmental Quality Commission in the State of Oregon is charged with 

oversight and policy formation for the Department of Environmental Quality 

(Environmental Quality Generally, 2001). With respect to open burning, DEQ has the final 

say when allowing burning to be commenced.  

 DEQ Rules for Open Burning. 

 DEQ rules for open burning are contained in OAR Chapter 340, Division 264 

(Department of Environmental Quality Rules for Open Burning, 2004). Recreational fires 

are exempt from DEQ rules except for those rules imposed under OAR 340-264-0050 and 

OAR 340-264-0060 (Department of Environmental Quality Rules for Open Burning, 

Section 340-264-0040).  OAR 340-264-0040, in section (3) confirms that fires exempt 

from regulation under the DEQ rule are still subject to the requirements and prohibitions of 

local jurisdictions. 

 OAR 340-264-0050 prohibits fires producing excess smoke, setting standards for 

fuels burned and the manner of introduction of fuel to the fire. The section also establishes 

the chain of responsibility for open burning violations as the property owner, the owner of 

the fuels, and any person who causes or allows the fuels to be burned in violation of the 

rule. Additionally, these persons are declared liable for the consequences of the open 

burning activity, including both civil and criminal liability, regardless of compliance with 

state or local open burning rules. 
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 DEQ prohibits specific materials from being used as fuels in any open fire 

(Department of Environmental Quality Rules for Open Burning, 2004, Section 340-246-

0060).  Prohibited fuels include “wet garbage, plastic, asbestos, wire insulation, auto parts, 

asphalt, petroleum products or petroleum treated materials, rubber, animal remains or 

animal or vegetable matter resulting from the handling, preparation, cooking, or service of 

food, of any other material which normally emits dense smoke or noxious odors”. Burning 

is prohibited during no-burn days declared by DEQ and at times other than DEQ authorized 

burning hours. Additionally, fires that are determined to present a hazard to the public are 

considered to be nuisance fires, and must be extinguished immediately. 

 DEQ rules are applied individually to each county in the state. However, the rules 

for recreational burning are substantially the same for both Clatsop and Columbia Counties, 

counties within which the Fishhawk Lake States and MBRFPD reside. 

1998 Oregon Uniform Fire Code. 

 The 1998 Oregon Uniform Fire Code, based on the 1997 edition of the Uniform 

Fire Code, is the standard for fire safety code in the State of Oregon (OSFM, 1998). The 

code contains several sections pertinent to recreational fires.  

 Chapter 219 of the code contains the operative definition in the State of Oregon for 

recreational burning (OSFM, 1998, Chapter 219). The definition states that recreational 

burning is defined as “the burning of materials other than rubbish where fuel being burned 

is not contained in an incinerator, outdoor fireplace, barbeque grill or barbeque pit and with 

a total fuel area of 3 feet or less in diameter and 2 feet or less in height for pleasure, 

religious, ceremonial, cooking, or similar purposes.”   Chapter 1102, Section 1102.4 

(OSFM), lists the conditions for recreational burning.  The fire must be more than 25 feet 

from a structure or other combustible material. Conditions that may cause fire to spread, 
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reaching combustible materials must be eliminated prior to ignition. Tools or equipment 

designed to control, contain or extinguish an escaping fire, such as shovels, buckets, garden 

hoses connected to a live water source, or some types of fire extinguishers, must be on site 

and within easy reach. A responsible person who is able to use the tools or equipment on 

site for the purpose of containing an escaping fire must also continuously monitor 

recreational fires. The owner must extinguish recreational fires immediately if they are 

determined to be a threat to life or to property. 

 Columbia County Fire Defense Board Rules for Open Burning. 

 The CCFDB Rules for Open Burning (CCFDB, 1981) is a comprehensive 

document, adopted by Columbia County, which regulates open burning in within the 

County. The importance of the document in this context is that it does not contain 

regulations for recreational fires. Recreational fires are noted as being exempt from the 

ordinance.  

Enforcement 

 Enforcement is the third of the “five E’s” listed by the NFA as being critical to a 

successful fire prevention program. Enforcement is defined as the obtaining of compliance 

by force or compulsion. It includes all the ways by which people are required to act to 

reduce the risk of fire or injury. Enforcement assures compliance the rules is compulsory. 

(NFA, 2003, Unit 4) 

 Currently, compliance is assured in a two-step process. The first step is to have in 

place the rules, regulations, ordinances, and laws that effectively regulate the burning 

activity. Authority to regulate all forms of open burning is established in ORS 476, section 

476.310 (State Fire Marshal, Protection from Fire Generally, 2001). The authority of the 

fire chief to regulate open burning and to enter into fire protection agreements with others 
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is set forth in section 478.300 (Rural Fire Protection Districts, 2001). Authority of the fire 

chief to establish open burning rules and regulations as well as require permission for open 

burning activities is given in section 478.960 (Rural Fire Protection Districts). Section 

478.965 (Rural Fire Protection Districts) Allows the fire chief to assess reasonable costs for 

fire suppression activities necessary as a result of unlawful burning.  

 DEQ has the final authority over when open burning may occur for purposes of air 

quality control (Environmental Quality Generally, 2001, Section 468.010). DEQ exercises 

that control through the designation of burn-day designation and through control of what 

materials may be burned as fuel (Air Quality, 2001, Section 468A.020). DEQ exempts 

recreational burning from its rules with the exception of the application of rules contained 

in OAR 340-264-0050 and OAR 340-264-0060 (Department of Environmental Quality 

Rules for Open Burning, 2004, Section 340-264-0040). Rules for recreational burning set 

down in section 340-264-0050 include establishment of the responsible person(s), fires 

must be constantly attended, fires not meeting the DEQ rules of without a DEQ letter 

permit must be immediately extinguished, must not emit dense or noxious smoke, and sets 

requirements for the type and condition of fuels as well as how the fuels are introduced to 

the fire. The section (Department of Environmental Quality Rules for Open Burning, 

Section 340-264-0050) designate that the responsible person(s) may be liable for both civil 

penalties and damages a s a result of unlawful burning activities. OAR 340-264-0060(2) 

(Department of Environmental Quality Rules for Open Burning) defines a nuisance fire as 

creating a hazard to the public, and as such must be immediately extinguished. OAR –340-

264-0060(3) is a comprehensive list of materials that are specifically prohibited as fuels. 

Burning on no-burn days is prohibited in OAR 340-264-0060(4), and burning during hours 

of the day not approved by DEQ is prohibited in OAR 340-264-0060(6).  
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 The Oregon Uniform Fire Code (OSFM, 1998), as adopted by Columbia County, 

contains several references with application to recreational burning. Recreational fire is 

clearly defined in chapter 219 (OSFM) as it applies within the code.  Section 1102.4 of the 

code (OSFM, 1998) sets the requirements to be met for a recreational fire, and authorizes 

the fire chief or his designee to extinguish the fire if it is deemed to be a hazard. 

 The CCFDB Rules for Open Burning, while excepting recreational fires, provides a 

natural platform to which recreational burning may be added (CCFDB, 1981). The 

importance of the rules to this project is that recreational burning is specifically permitted., 

limited only by DEQ OAR 340-264 0050 and 0060. 

 The Fishhawk Lake Estates has adopted a comprehensive recreational burning 

policy in the body of their Fire Safety Program Operation Guide (see Appendix O). This 

document, created in collaboration with both ODF and MBRFPD assistance, has 

accomplished the task of formalizing a program that allows establishment of privately 

owned designated campfire sites. The program meets the letter and the intent of applicable 

rules regulations and statutes, in a forestland-urban interface setting, allowing recreational 

burning under the same conditions enjoyed by sate and county parks. Additionally, the 

program makes possible the extension of limited recreational burning into regulated fire 

closure periods when, ordinarily, recreational fires would be prohibited. The document has 

possible application on a much wider scope when applied to other organizations that are 

willing to operate under the same of similar structure. 

 An additional benefit is that the program is self-regulating and self-policing. 

Because of a critical lack of resources, neither the fire district nor the ODF can effectively 

monitor recreational burning activities directly, by patrolling. Instead of patrolling and 

policing, these agencies can use their resources to develop and deliver public education 
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programs to make the rules and regulations common knowledge to the general public, 

producing a clear understanding of the possible consequences of breaking the rules.  

Economic Incentives 

 Economic incentives in the form of avoidance of economic disincentives are 

available to the general open burning public in the form of fines, fees, civil penalties and 

damages (Department of Environmental Quality Rules for Open Burning, 2004, Section 

340-264-0050). Neither ODF nor MBRFPD charge fees for fire permits or inspections, 

providing a cost friendly platform for complying with permitting rules. 

Emergency Response 

 When members of the public observe a burning activity that is contrary to the open 

burning rules they report it to Columbia 911 (C-Com) on a 911 line. Both ODF and 

MBRFPD are dispatched to mitigate the incident. In most cases, when a fire becomes a 

hazard, the responsible party calls immediately to get the fire district’s help. After dispatch, 

MBRFPD and ODF respond. Because of travel distances, MBRFPD is usually on scene 

first to control the incident. Unless there was clear intent to contravene the open burning 

rules or the fire presented and immediate threat to life or property, the fire is extinguished, 

ODF is cancelled en-route, a report initiated, and the fire district personnel take advantage 

of a teachable moment. 

 If the unlawful open burning activity is clearly intentional or there is a demonstrated 

threat to life or property, the fire is extinguished and ODF is requested to continue. A joint 

investigation is undertaken to determine if negligence was involved. If negligence is 

indicated, ODF will cite the individual responsible into circuit court (Fire Protection of 

Forests and Vegetation, 2003, Section 477.068 and Rural Fire Protection Districts, 2001, 

Section 478.965). Fines for illegal open burning may go as high as $1000. Occasionally, 
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repeat offences are considered negligence and a citation is issued. By informal agreement, 

ODF becomes the enforcement “hammer”, bringing with their arrival the threat of both 

civil and financial penalties. 

Research Question Three 

What are the components of an effective campfire policy? 

 Research has generated a number of excellent examples of recreational fire policies. 

Each policy component present in each example will be represented below, categorized by 

component. Some policies contained identical or nearly identical components, with no 

material difference in content. Where that occurs, reference will be made to a clear 

example reflecting that component. 

 The title section is a critical component for every policy. The title includes the name 

of the adopting organization and the title of the policy (City of Langford, British Columbia, 

Canada, 2003). A heading may be included identifying the authorizing agency as will as an 

address and contact information (Chanhassen Fire Department, 2002). Reference may be 

made to a policy identification or reference number (City of Faribault, 2004).  A graphic 

depicting the agency logo may also be included (German Township Volunteer Fire 

Department, 2001). 

  Dates of adoption and revision are important to demonstrate that the policy is 

current and has been reviewed regularly. (Chanhassen Fire Department, 2002) 

 A component of some policies is a statement of the purpose of the policy (CCFDB, 

1981), addressing what the document is intended to do. 

 Policies may include a statement of what the policy is intended to promote, change 

or prevent (City of Faribault, 2004). 
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 Another component of a policy is the recitation of authority. The form can take the 

very complete and detailed form, reciting both the reference and the body of the 

authorizing rule, regulation, ordinance or law (The Corporation of the County of Brant, 

Ontario, Canada, 2002). Another method is to recite only the reference (CCFDB, 1981).  

Some policies do not include this component (East Moline Fire Department, 2004). 

 Some policies, especially those that are extensive, may include a table of contents 

(East Moline Fire Department, 2004). 

 A listing of definitions of terms, which may hold a specific meaning or 

interpretation in the policy, is often included. (The Corporation of the County of Brant, 

Ontario, Canada, 2002).  

 Specific authority may be assigned for administration, enforcement, or both (The 

Corporation of the County of Brant, Ontario, Canada, 2002, Page 2). The assignment may 

be contained as a part of the body of the policy (East Moline Fire Department, 2004, 

Section 1(F)).  

 There may be need for documentation of exemptions to the policy (CCFDB, 1981, 

Page 7).  

  The requirements generally includes the rules for safely conducting a recreational 

fire activity (The Corporation of the County of Brant, Ontario, Canada, 2002, Section 10). 

Requirements may also be included with prohibitions (CCFDB, 1981, Page 4). 

 Prohibitions include activities that are deemed unsafe or unlawful and may be listed 

as a separate component (The Corporation of the County of Brant, Ontario, Canada, 2002, 

Page 3), or together with the requirements component (Chanhassen Fire Department, 

2002). Prohibitions may also be listed as Specific Prohibitions, referring to prohibitions 

identified specifically by law (CCFDB, 1981, Page 6). 
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 Policies may include an explanation of the penalties possible as a result of 

noncompliance (East Moline Fire Department, 2004). 

 Special operations sections may be designated for components of a specialized 

nature, such as for burn day designation (CCFDB, 1981, Page 7), or issuance of Burning 

Permits (CCFDB, Page 9). 

 On original policies a section is required to the date of adoption and the signatures 

of those members of the Board of Directors who are required to sign the documents, 

thereby verifying its adoption.  

Characteristics of Good Policies 

 The BBP’s Personnel Policy Manual provides several good tips on making written 

policies effective (BBP, 1986).  Good policies considered to be are those that are often 

referred to and constantly used. They are broad, leaving room for discretion, and point out 

who is responsible to act. They are reviewed and updated regularly and used frequently. 

Good policies are complete, governing every element of related actions for which the 

policy was created. Policies should be inviolate, with exceptions made rarely. Policies 

should also be in written form and dispersed freely to those responsible for their 

application. (BBP, 1986, Page 11)  

Research Question Four 

How can the success of the campfire policy be determined and maintained? 

 Evaluation. 

 The final “E” associated with successful fire prevention programs is evaluation 

(NFA, 2003, Unit 4). Evaluation is the process of measuring the impact of a program to 

determine if it meets the program goals. For this project, evaluation will consist of 

measuring the success of the resulting recreational burning policy by tracking the number 
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of incidents of hostile fire as a result of recreational burning at the Fishhawk Lake Estates 

and comparing that number to instances of hostile recreational fires occurring before the 

policy went into effect. Additionally, the number of residents of Fishhawk Lake Estates 

receiving training will be tracked and plotted annually against instances of emergency 

responses to recreational fires in the area to determine the effectiveness of the program. 

The minimum improvement expected, using the 2002 response numbers as a basis (see 

Appendix E), is a 75% improvement in such responses at Fishhawk Lake Estates, resulting 

in a reduction in number of emergency responses to an average of 3.25 per year.  Coupled 

with that, there should be a negative correlation between those persons trained according to 

the program guidelines and instances of hostile recreational fires. Failure to achieve either 

result will result in an immediate review of the program’s effectiveness with an eye toward 

achievement of the original goals. 

DISCUSSION 

 The goal of this research project is to reduce the incidence of hostile recreational 

fire in the Fishhawk Lake Estates area by improving compliance with regional recreational 

fire policies by 75%. Based upon the material obtained for study, to obtain this goal the fire 

district will first need an understanding of the scope of the problem. Data demonstrating 

past performance of the Fishhawk Lake area in terms of recreational fire regulations must 

be determined and formalized in a form useful for later comparisons. This data will 

establish the need for the program and it will form the baseline for evaluative purposes. 

 As noted above, there are six enabling objectives associated with successfully 

reaching the stated program goal. Strategies will need to be selected to facilitate 

accomplishment of each objective. In the interest of brevity, only one strategy representing 

each of the objectives (NFA, 2003, Unit 4) will be developed.  
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 Next, we will need a comprehensive recreational fire policy that addresses the five 

pillars of successful fire prevention: education; engineering; enforcement; economic 

incentive, and; emergency response. Additionally, to measure success in both the 

immediate and long terms, the policy must contain a mechanism by which to evaluate its 

performance. The policy must address recreational burning for both the general population 

of the region and for those who have achieved limited exception from the regulated use 

closure requirements through adoption of an organizational fire safety program, such as the 

Designated Campfire Community status existing at the Fishhawk Lake Estates. The policy 

should also be in a form that may be annexed or incorporated into the existing CCFDB 

Rules for Open Burning, thereby enhancing the effectiveness of this Columbia County 

ordinance (see Appendix J).  While all of this may be accomplished in one policy, it may 

be more effective to develop a recreational burning policy and one that enables and 

regulates a Designated Campfire Community (see Appendix K).  

 Procedures must be written for key requirements of the policy. Procedures may be 

created in checklist form to make them functional and then included as an appendix (see 

Appendices Q, R and S).  

 Next, informational flyers need to be developed for use in preventing hostile 

recreational fire incidents. These flyers will be general, focused on the regional population, 

and specific, focused on the target population at Fishhawk Lake Estates (see Appendix H). 

Many examples may be found of formats that could be used for successful wild-fire 

prevention campaigns (see Appendix I). 

 Next, an agreement must be designed for use when accepting an organizational fire 

safety plan and granting limited exception to the regulated use closure requirements. The 

agreement must include provisions for sign-off by the organization requesting exemption, 
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the ODF, and the MBRFPD (see Appendix T). The agreement must be approved for use by 

ODF. 

 To make sure the program is doing what it is designed to do, a program review must 

be added. 

Statistical Basis 

 The baseline statistical information for the study came directly from fire district 

response records.  Responses were documented for hostile fires as a result of open burning 

in general and then as recreational burning specifically. The information clearly 

demonstrates a progressive increase in the number of recreational fire responses to the 

Fishhawk Lake Estates beginning in 1997 and continuing through 2002. Responses 

increased from 8 in 1997 to 13 in 2002, an increase of 61.5% over 6 years. An even clearer 

picture emerged when 85.7% of the total responses for unlawful recreational fires were to 

addresses at Fishhawk Lake Estates, an area including only 4% of the fire district’s total 

area.  

 During the same time period, the office of the OSFM had collected data indicating 

54 reports of recreational type fires, 51 of which were inside the district boundaries. ODF 

reported strong numbers as well, noting that during 2003 recreational burning constituted 

the largest percentage of emergency responses for that agency in NW Oregon. 

 Most of these fires are stopped while small, with little or no damage to 

surroundings. However, during periods of extreme fire danger wildland fires can and do 

produce devastation on a grand scale. 

Strategy Development 

 The strategies developed or adopted may be representative of strategies used in 

other successful programs or strategies that are designed to address the unique, rural 
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conditions of MBRFPD. In either case, they will address the basic fire prevention concerns 

in the form of the six enabling objectives. 

 Strategies based on education. 

 There is a presumption in the legal community that because a rule, regulation or law 

exists each and every person who the rule, regulation or law affects is aware of the rule, 

regulation or law. That is because there is an expectation, basic and fundamental in legal 

terms, that states that each person has the responsibility to be aware of, and to understand 

the intent of, each and every rule, regulation or law that might affect them. In practical 

terms, for every person to know and understand the millions of legal requirements by 

which they are governed would require lifelong study. Even attorneys need judges to 

interpret the law, and judges need other judges to provide validation of their decisions, and 

so on. Therefore, organizations who are responsible for creating and enforcing rules, 

regulations and laws must find ways to make the persons who are responsible for following 

the legal requirements aware of the requirements and of how they are expected to meet 

them. It follows, then, that education is a basic requirement of reducing incidents of illegal 

activity that may threaten lives and property or produce damage to the environment. (see 

Appendices G, H, I, J, K, and P) 

 Geographic and demographic limitations. 

 The nature of a rural fire district places natural limitations on the kinds of 

educational tools we may use. Television, for instance, is an extremely inefficient way to 

reach our target audience. The relatively small target group and the extremely high cost for 

television time in a large market area such as Portland Oregon would use up scarce fire 

prevention dollars quickly with a relatively low impact on the target group. A local 

television station exists in St. Helens but is inaccessible in Mist due to being 35 miles and a 
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mountain range away. In terms of mass media, we do have two newspapers (one weekly 

and one monthly) distributed within our fire district from neighboring towns.  The 

newspapers work well for notices, but are not effective for critical educational purposes. 

Because of this, the fire district publishes a quarterly newsletter with distribution by U. S. 

Mail to each address in the district. Experience has shown that about 70% of the recipients 

read the newsletter, and that of those, about 80% retain the educational information at least 

through the season for which it is pertinent, resulting in about 56% of those receiving 

newsletters receiving the intended educational message. 

 Informal studies have shown that educational flyers placed in strategic locations 

(fire stations, building officials offices, fair kiosks, and so on) are actually picked up by 

less than 10% of the passing public. However, when the same flyers are available at fire 

district offices when people who are looking for information come in, and the flyers are 

actively suggested by a receptionist or fire professional, instances of actual cognitive 

learning through the presence of the flyer is higher than 95% (established at MBRFPD 

during informal QA call back program). However, in these instances the learning was 

focused on the information the person needed at the time. Experience has shown that the 

best learning on the broadest base takes place when a fire professional leads a group in a 

classroom or meeting environment. The people who choose to be present usually are 

interested in the information and will actively seek to learn and understand the information 

being provided. Additional learning takes place during question and answer sessions 

following the presentation. Finally, educational flyers provide an overview of what they 

have learned that can be reviewed at home, later, increasing the value of the learning 

experience. 
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 Inclusion of specific information on regulated activities may be included on the 

agency’s web site. The World Wide Web is fast becoming the quickest and easiest way to 

access district specific regulatory information. Because the Internet is not widely used in 

our area due to limitations on access speed over rural telephone lines, there exists little 

pertinent local data on its effectiveness. Intuitively, however, this form of access will 

probably dominate the future of informational access. 

 Flyers, color books, activities and so on, can augment a fire prevention presentation 

given in the elementary schools of the fire district. Regular fire prevention training in this 

setting is a powerful aid in obtaining cultural change. The learning that takes place in the 

classroom becomes a part of the child’s life forever. It also has a positive effect on the 

behavior of the child’s parents and older siblings when the child becomes the teacher at 

home. 

 For MBRFPD, education will be limited to four priority activities. The first will be 

direct education in the form of classes or meetings, reinforced by a flyer that recaps the 

information passed to the target audience (see Appendix K). The second priority will be to 

include recreational fire safety education as a part of the regularly presented fire prevention 

materials at the elementary school level (see Recommendation Four). The third priority will 

be to keep recreational fire safety flyers or safety check sheets available in key locations for 

those actively seeking such information (see recommendation Five). The fourth educational 

priority will involve keeping our fire professionals well trained and knowledgeable 

regarding recreational fire safety and encourage them to share their knowledge during 

teachable moments (see Recommendation 6). 

 Educational flyers. 
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  In terms of reducing hostile fire responses, the educational flyer’s purpose is to 

educate those who are unaware of the requirements for using fire safely, to motivate the 

reader to follow the established recreational fire regulations, and to help to improve fire 

prevention awareness through interpersonal community communications.  Colorful, 

intuitive flyers printed in large, bold letters, and including graphical representations that 

carry the same messages as the print can be very effective educational tools. A great 

example of how a fire prevention flyer can achieve these goals is the tri-fold leaflet created 

by Deb Keehn of Albany Fire Department in Oregon (Keehn, 2001). The leaflet is 

attractive and informative. The lettering and graphics are large enough to be quickly and 

easily read. It identifies the subject and the authority having jurisdiction, defines the subject 

and the activities being regulated, and then gives detailed information on each of the 

regulated activities in a separately headed section for the convenience of the reader. On the 

back page is formal publishing agency identification and contact information. Having 

obtained the author’s permission, this format will be used as a template for creation of a 

similar flyer for MBRFPD. 

Albany Fire has also created a single 8.5”x11”page flyer specifically dealing with 

recreational fires entitled “Recreational Burn Guidelines” (see Appendix H). This flyer is 

particularly well done. It is attractive, catching the eye with its colorful graphics and easy 

to read layout. The guidelines are laid out explaining the maximum size of the fire, the 

materials that can be used a fuel, proximity to other flammable fuels, tools required to be 

present, attendance requirements for the responsible party, and the possible penalties 

should the fire get away. Each section is referenced to the Uniform Fire Code or to the 

appropriate Oregon Revised Statute, and then the flyer is finished with fire department 

contact information. Again, having obtained the permission of the fire district’s fire 
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prevention specialist, the flyer will be used as a template for creation of a MBRFPD flyer 

(see Appendix H). This format lends itself nicely to web page access and to on site 

educational opportunities. It also represents a natural educational addition when a member 

of the public requests a burning permit. Objectives 1 and 4 are addressed in the preceding 

section. 

Langford, B. C., Canada (City of Langford, British Columbia, Canada, 2003), 

provides a good example of a web-based source of recreational burning information.  The 

web page is very detailed and specific in its application to recreational fires. The format is 

clear and concise, though rather busy for use as a general information tool. As the 

MBRFPD Web Site is developed similar educational pages will be added. 

Strategies Based on Engineering 

 Engineering involves the creation of a physical structure (or the creation of a 

regulatory tool) to accomplish an objective. The goal is to reduce the number of emergency 

responses due to recreational fires within the fire district and more specifically, with in the 

Fishhawk Lake region.  

One engineering response is to contain the fire within the fire pit. The first step in 

this process is to determine the minimum specifications for a campfire site. USDA Forest 

Service provides the specifications that are acceptable to them at 

http://www.firewise.org/pubs/outdoor/index.htm (USDA, 2004). Additional information 

on minimum standards was located at Steamboat Springs Fire (Steamboat Springs Fire 

Department, 1999). Based on this information, the minimum standard for a fire pit in the 

MBRFPD requires the fire ring of the pit to be constructed of brick, concrete, steel, or other 

impermeable, flame resistant material, with a maximum diameter of 36” and a minimum 

depth of 12”. The ring must be buried a minimum of 6” in the surrounding mineral soil 
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upon a 3” deep compacted crushed gravel base, with the balance of the ring protruding as a 

lip.  Crushed gravel, maximum size ¾” minus, shall then be compacted around the fire ring 

to within 3” of the lip, tapering away to blend with the native soil. Optionally, 6” to 8” 

native rock may be used decoratively to surround the lip of the fire ring. The completed fire 

pit shall be maintained clear of combustible materials to a radius of 5’ from the outside 

edge of the fire ring. No tree limbs or branches are allowed within 10’ above fire pit.  

Once the specifications are developed, they must be adopted as the standard for the 

fire district. The specifications have been approved by ODF and MBRFPD as set forth in 

the Fishhawk Lake Estates Fire Safety Operation Guide. Objectives 2 and 4 are addressed 

in the preceding section. 

Two additional engineered responses are in the form of policies. The first one 

MBRFPD Policy 6420, (see Appendix J) regulates all open recreational fires within the fire 

district and is constructed to use proven fire prevention techniques to reduce the number of 

hostile fires in the district due to recreational burning. The second policy (MBRFPD Policy 

6425, see Appendix K) is an enabling policy that creates the Designated Campfire 

Community exemption. This policy is intended to increase monitoring and patrol activities 

at Fishhawk Lake Estates (and potentially other communities), improve basic fire safety 

educations levels in the region of Fishhawk Lake, and to reduce the number of emergency 

fire responses by 75%, without increasing the work load of fire district personnel or 

additional fire district resources. In exchange for Fishhawk Lake Estates personnel 

assuming and maintaining these responsibilities the fire district and the ODF are willing to 

permit the community to allow recreational burning at approved sites, when fire safety 

training requirements are met, during regulated closure periods. Fishhawk Lake Estates has 
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agreed to this plan in principle and is in the process of a one-year trial period (see 

Appendix N). Objectives 1 through 6 are addressed in the preceding section. 

Strategies Based on Enforcement 

 Enforcement involves changing the behavior of a population, or of an individual 

within a population, through imposing, or threatening to impose, penalties upon those 

within the population that do not follow the regulations (rules, ordinances, and laws) that 

currently exist to keep them safe (NFA, 2003, Unit 4). In order to carry out successful 

enforcement action there must be a regulation that governs the behavior of the group and an 

organization must have the authority to enforce the regulation. The organization must 

assign the responsibility and the authority of enforcement to a specific individual or group 

and then provide adequate resources to carry out the enforcement actions.  

In the case of recreational burning, appropriate regulation exists in the form of 

Oregon Revised Statutes (Environmental Quality Generally, 2001, Sections 468.020, 

468.295, 468.310, 476.150, 476.390, 477.064, 478.930, 478.960, 478.965), of Oregon 

Administrative Rules (Department of Environmental Quality Rules for Open Burning, 

2004, Section 340-264-0010 through -0200), and of Columbia County Ordinance (CCFDB, 

1981). Additionally, the 1998 Oregon Unified Fire Code (OSFM, 1998, Article 2 and 

Article 11) provides both the authority of the Fire Chief to regulate open burning and the 

minimum requirements that are to be applied in Zone 2 lands, including all of the otherwise 

unprotected lands nor included in Zone 1 (State Fire Marshal, Protection from Fire 

Generally, 2001, Section 476.310). The Oregon Department of Forestry is given 

responsibility to enforce open burning regulations in Zone 1 lands, those that include 

forestland, grassland and unimproved land (State Fire Marshal, Protection from Fire 
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Generally, 2001, Section 476.310). The authority to regulate is then established for both the 

fire district and for ODF. 

 Successful enforcement also requires good policies be in place defining the 

authority of the agency, the rules it is required to enforce, and the penalties for failure to 

follow the requirements. Provisions must also be made in the policy to assure that the 

affected population is made aware of the requirements and of the agency’s authority to 

enforce them. 

 Enforcement of the recreational burning requirements is made possible 

through the adoption of MBFRPD Policy 6420 (see Appendix J). Enforcement of the 

requirements for obtaining and maintaining a Designated Campfire Community status is 

made possible through adoption of MBRFPD Policy 6425 (see Appendix K). Objectives 1 

through 4 and 6 are addressed in the preceding section. 

Strategies Based on Incentives 

Changes in behavior are almost always easier to achieve when there is an incentive 

to change. The main incentive to change was provided for the Fishhawk Lake Estates 

population in the form of the privilege to use their fire pits during periods of regulated 

closure (Fishhawk Lake Estates Campfire Committee, 2003, Overview). An additional 

economic incentive is the improvement in their property values due to the existence of the 

Designated Campfire Community status. The last incentive is in the form of avoidance of 

an economic disincentive, in that the property owners will be able to use their pits during 

regulated closure periods without fear of fines. Objective  4 is addressed in the preceding 

section. 
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Strategies Based on Emergency Response 

Emergency response is primarily affected to correct a hazardous condition that has 

the potential to threaten lives, property or the environment. One of the keys to successful 

emergency response and mitigation of the hazard is the ability to respond quickly, while the 

incident is minor in scope. Emergency response is enhanced directly in the Fishhawk Lake 

Estates community due to the presence of the trained personnel monitoring recreational fire 

activity (Fire Stewards) and patrolling the area regularly (Fishhawk Lake Estates Campfire 

Committee, 2003, Section 5). Unsafe conditions are dealt with directly by these Fire 

Stewards, avoiding an emergency incident. However, the stewards are trained to recognize 

a true emergency and are able to immediately call C-Com, the region’s 911 dispatch center, 

initiating a quick response from fire suppression or public safety personnel. Indirectly, the 

presence of the Fire Stewards at Designated Campfire Communities improves response to 

other areas of the fire district because limited fire district resources are not committed to 

unlawful burning complaints as often, and are therefore available to respond quickly and in 

full strength to other emergency incidents. Objective 5 is addressed in the preceding 

section. 

The fire district has committed to support the Fire Stewards in their efforts to 

correct unsafe burning conditions (see Appendices J and K). In the case of an owner or 

resident that refuses to heed the direction of a Fire Steward, the fire district will respond 

immediately using a light response protocol, to assist in obtaining compliance. When 

necessary, the district can cite the offending party. If the fire constitutes a hazard requiring 

extinguishment and the owner refuses, the fire district will extinguish the fire and may 

assess reasonable costs for response and suppression actions (Rural Fire Protection 
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Districts, 2001, Section 478.465). Objectives 4 and 5 are addressed in the preceding 

section. 

Strategies Based on Evaluation 

 Each of the policies (MBRFPD Policy 6420 and 6425) are designed to be 

reviewed annually. Reviews will include both quantitative and qualitative components. 

Quantitatively, actual numbers of incidents at Fishhawk Lake Estates and of persons 

actually trained will be compared to the baseline figures presented earlier and to the 

numbers derived each succeeding year. Qualitative evaluation will occur by reviewing the 

results of spot checks at approved sites and spot interviews with those who have received 

training to determine whether the program is maintaining the standard of monitoring and 

education. Objective 6 is addressed in the preceding section. 

Policy Formation 

 Discussion of policy formation will cover both structure and characteristics. The 

policy should support at least one strategy representative of each of the five pillars of 

successful fire prevention programs. The resulting actions of each of the sections discussed 

are illustrated in Appendix J: Recreational Burning Policy and Appendix K: Designated 

Campfire Community Status. 

Title 

 In terms of policy, the title section must identify the subject of the policy, State the 

policy in formal terms, the current location of the policy as indicated by a reference, 

identification of the agency that adopted the policy, and the date of adoption or review of 

the policy (optional). This section should be brief and to the point. The policies created for 
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this project will include the dates of adoption and review in the title section (see 

Appendices J & K). 

Dates of Adoption and Revision 

 Dates of adoption and revision are critical elements in any policy. There are several 

places where they are traditionally located in the document. From top to bottom they 

include: in the heading section; in a separated, formalized adoption and revision section; 

and in the formal statement of adoption following the policies in the signature section.  The 

dates of adoption and review will be included in the title section for this project (see 

Appendices J & K). 

Purpose 

 A component of some policies is a statement of the purpose of the policy (CCFDB, 

1981), addressing what the document is intended to do. Including a purpose statement may 

help those who will be applying the policy to determine the intent of the creators of the 

policy. The policies created for this project will include a purpose statement (see 

Appendices J & K). 

Need 

 Policies may include a statement of what the policy is intended to prevent or 

promote (City of Faribault, 2004). This section may be included to explain the specific 

threat or threats that the policy is adopted to eliminate or control. The statement of need 

will be included in the policies created for this project (see Appendices J & K). 

Recitation of Authority 

 Another component of a policy is the recitation of authority. The form can take the 

very complete and detailed form, reciting both the reference and the body of the 

authorizing rule, regulation, ordinance or law (The Corporation of the County of Brant, 
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Ontario, Canada, 2002). Another method is to recite only the reference (CCFDB, 1981).  

Some policies do not include this component (East Moline Fire Department, 2004). The 

policies created as a result of his action research project will include a recitation of 

authority (see Appendices J & K). 

Table of Contents 

 Some policies, especially those that are extensive, may include a table of contents 

(East Moline Fire Department, 2004). The policies created by this project are not extensive 

enough to warrant a table of contents. However, the recreational burning material 

developed in this document is to be appended, in appropriate form, to the Columbia County 

Fire Defense Board Rules for Open Burning (CCFDB, 1981) at some point in the near 

future. A table of contents would be appropriate for that document. 

Definitions 

 A listing of definitions of terms, which may hold a specific meaning or 

interpretation in the policy, is often included. (The Corporation of the County of Brant, 

Ontario, Canada, 2002). It is important to include only those definitions that have relevance 

to the policy. Policies created through this research project will include a listing of 

definitions (see Appendices J & K). 

Assignment of Responsibility for Administration and Enforcement 

 Specific authority may be assigned for administration, enforcement, or both (The 

Corporation of the County of Brant, Ontario, Canada, 2002, Page 2). The assignment may 

be contained as a part of the body of the policy. The assignment of responsibility will be 

included in policies created by this research project (see Appendices J & K). 

Exemptions 
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 There may be need for a documentation of exemptions to the policy (CCFDB, 1981, 

Page 7). There are specific exemptions included in the policies formed by applying this 

action research project (see Appendices J & K). 

Requirements 

 This component generally includes the requirements for safely conducting a 

recreational fire activity (The Corporation of the County of Brant, Ontario, Canada, 2002, 

Section 10). Requirements may also be included with prohibitions (CCFDB, 1981, Page 4). 

Requirements are an important part of the policies appended(see Appendices J & K). 

Prohibitions 

 Prohibitions include activities that are deemed unsafe or unlawful and may be listed 

as a separate component (The Corporation of the County of Brant, Ontario, Canada, 2002, 

Page 3), or together with the requirements component (Chanhassen Fire Department, 

2002). Prohibitions may also be listed as Specific Prohibitions, referring to prohibitions 

identified specifically by law (CCFDB, 1981, Page 6). Several prohibitions are included in 

the policies created through this project (see Appendices J & K). 

Penalties 

 Policies may include an explanation of the penalties possible as a result of 

noncompliance (East Moline Fire Department, 2004). There are penalties included in these 

policies (see Appendices J & K). 

Special Operations 

 Special sections may be designated for components of a specialized nature; such as 

for burn day designation (CCFDB, 1981, Page 7), or issuance of Burning Permits (CCFDB, 

Page 9).  Policy 6425 includes a special operations section (see Appendix K). 
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Signatures 

 On original policies a section is required to the date of adoption and the signatures 

of those members of the Board of Directors who are required to sign the documents, 

thereby verifying its adoption.  Both policies include a signature section (see Appendices J 

& K). 

Characteristics of Good Policies 

 The policies created to facilitate this program are designed to meet the BBP’s 

Personnel Policy Manual recommendation for effective policies (BBP, 1986).  These 

policies should often be used by line personnel as well as staff. They form the basis for 

action on both levels. They are broad, leaving room for discretion, and point out who is 

responsible to act. They are written so as to require review and updating regularly. The 

policies are as complete as circumstances allow, governing every element identified related 

to actions for which the policy was created. The policies are also flexible allowing 

personnel to adapt to circumstances with out violation. The policies are in written form and 

will dispersed freely to those responsible for their application. (BBP, 1986, Page 11)  

 The policies created by applying this action research project address objectives 1 

through 6. 

Procedures that Support Policy 

 Three procedures are included as examples of procedure based on policy. The first 

is the procedure is for obtaining Designated Campfire Status each for individual property 

within the Designated Campfire Community (see Appendix Q). This document is designed 

as an informational tool and an educational hand-out for use by the property owners. Its 

purpose is to make clear the process involved in being certified as a designated campfire 

site. (objectives 2, 3 and 4 addressed) 
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 The second procedure is the Campfire Site Inspection Procedure (see Appendix R).  

This procedure is for use by those persons authorized to complete a site inspection. Those 

persons include fire officials from the local fire district or from ODF, and persons trained 

as Fire Stewards who will monitor active sites and patrol the Fishhawk Lake Estates 

properties. The procedure is simple and straight forward using the Campfire Site Inspection 

Checklist as an inspection adjunct. (objectives 2, 3, 4 and 6 addressed) 

 The third procedure discussed is the Campfire Site Inspection Checklist. This 

document is designed to be used by both the official doing the inspection and by the 

property owner. The official will use the checklist as an adjunct for documenting the 

inspection process on an individual site. The official will then pass a copy of the inspection 

checklist to the property owner, taking the opportunity to provide additional fire safety 

education in the process. After being provided a copy, the owner has a clear description of 

the requirements for maintaining his site. If the site did not receive certification the owner 

has a clear description of what must be done to meet the requirements. The original copy of 

the checklist is filed at the Designated Campfire Community office. (objectives 1 through 4 

and 6 addressed) 

 There is an additional procedure documented , but it is contained within the 

agreement signed by  representatives of the Fishhawk Lake Estates, the local fire district, 

and by ODF. 

The Agreement 

 An agreement documenting the certification of the Designated Campfire 

Community by the coordinating governmental entities and the promise of the Fishhawk 

Lake Estates to carry out faithfully the requirements contained in their Fire Safety Program 

Operations Guide is the capstone to the development of the project and the cornerstone to 
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initiation and maintenance of the program (see Appendix T). The agreement as it is written 

is contingent upon approval by the four attorneys for the parties to the agreement.  

 The agreement addresses and enables all six of the objectives. 

Summary 

Fishhawk Lake Estates and MBRFPD 

 The Columbia County Fire Defense Board Rules for Open Burning (CCFDB, 1981) 

is a locally developed compilation of the rules, regulations and prohibitions contained in 

the ORSs, OARs, and in the Oregon Uniform Fire Code related to open burning. While 

these rules do not specifically address recreational burning, recreational burning is a 

specific type of open burning. The open burning rules set forth the different types of open 

burning and the conditions under which open burning may be allowed. However, 

recreational burning is exempt from many of the usual open burning regulations. The 

impact of the exemption for recreational burning is that many people use fire pits approved 

for recreational burning for other types of open burning, such as burning of domestic waste 

or burning of commercial waste. These activities are not exempt from open burning rules 

and, as a result, the rules for these activities are much more restrictive. There is an 

educational opportunity that the fire district and Fishhawk Lake Estates may use to reduce 

the amount of illegal burning in the lake area (Fishhawk Lake Estates Campfire 

Committee, 2003, Section 5). 

Beginning in the fall of 2002 MBRFPD, ODF and Fishhawk Lake Estates 

representatives began a series of meetings focused on improving the alarming trend of 

increasing emergency responses to the Fishhawk Lake area. By spring, 2003, a plan was 

forming that made it possible for the Fishhawk Lake residents to have campfires, even 

during fire season. By August the plan was ready to test and the Fishhawk Lake Estates 
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Fire Safety Program Operation Guide was completed. Representatives of both regulatory 

agencies met to inspect existing campfire pits, educational programs were held for both 

residents and fire stewards, and the program began a short trial season. 

The statistics for 2003 at Fishhawk Lake showed a dramatic decrease. Calls to 

recreational fires were down by 54%.  While it is too early to determine the cause, it is clear 

that people are more interested and knowledgeable regarding fire safety currently at 

Fishhawk Lake. There is pride reflected in the faces of those who are “certified” to use 

their fire pits. There is also pride that the program is self-monitored and self-sufficient. 

Additionally, because the success of the program depends on their continued cooperation 

and performance, there is determination to keep what they have earned. Incidentally, the 

working relationship between the three organizations collaborating has never been better. 

Finally, an evaluation process begins with a bi-annual program review developed to 

determine the program’s short-term and long-term success. The evaluation portion of the 

review will focus on the degree to which the program goals are met.   The review should 

also incorporate a “lessons learned” open forum where views, concerns and ideas for 

improvement can be aired. Additionally, the review process must have the authority to 

result in change when it is determined that improvements can be made to the program. 

Methods used to create the program included: developing safety standards for 

campfire pits construction and location; developing maintenance standards to ensure fire 

safe conditions surrounding the sites; identifying the minimum required tools to be on site 

and at hand while the fire is burning; developing minimum fire safety curriculum and 

methods of delivery for initial safety training with bi-annual refreshers; and instituting a 

coordinated, cooperative annual inspection processes. All of these factors combined are 

required to be in place and approved before a site may be approved for use. Records of all 
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installations, inspections and approved sites must be filed at the business office, with copies 

of any site approvals forwarded to the local fire district offices. 

Additionally, an educational program was cooperatively developed to make owners 

aware of what the campfire rules require, what constitutes a safe campfire, and how to 

access burning information on a daily basis to determine whether it is safe to burn. (see 

Appendix P) 

In order to earn the confidence of these regulatory agencies and obtain their 

approval, all of the above had to be in place. Limited agency approval was given during 

September of 2003 for use of the current inspected and approved fire pits for the balance of 

the 2003 fire season (through October 17, 2003). Campfires are unregulated during the off-

season period. All campfire pits will need to be cooperatively inspected and all property 

owners with campfire pits trained or retrained prior to the beginning of fire season in 2004 

for use during that fire season period. Additionally, a regular fire patrol will need to be 

established and continued any time a campfire site is in use during fire season.  

The outlines are in place for an agreement. The Fishhawk Lake Recreational 

Association has approved the program. There is tacit agreement from the local fire district 

and from the local offices of ODF. It remains only for policy to be formed and adopted by 

each organization and forwarded for approval by the collaborating entities to make this 

project fully operational. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

Recommendation One 

Adoption of Policy 6420 (Appendix J) 

 The first recommendation is for immediate review and adoption of Recreational 

Burning Policy 6420 by the MBRFPD Board of Directors. This policy establishes formal 

written direction, authority and processes to regulate recreational burning. 

 This recommendation addresses enabling objectives 2, 5 and 6. 

Recommendation Two 

Adoption of Policy 6425  (Appendix K) 

 This policy establishes and regulates the “Designated Campfire Community”, a 

concept engineered to allow the special privileges of using recreational fire pits during 

regulated closure periods without requiring additional resources from the local 

jurisdictions. 

 This recommendation addresses enabling objectives 1 through 6. 

Recommendation Three 

Enter Into Designated Campfire Community Agreement With Fishhawk Lake Estates, Work 

With ODF To Join Into The Agreement (Appendix T) 

 The Fishhawk Lake Estates Fire Safety Program, as set forth in its Operation Guide 

Manual, is acknowledged as meeting the requirements of the ODF and of MBRFPD, in 

Policy 6425, to qualify the community as a Designated Campfire Safety Community. They 

have faithfully performed the requirements during the interim period. 
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Recommendation Four 

Add Recreational Burning Safety To Fire Prevention Curriculum Presented In Elementary 

Schools 

 Provide children recreational fire safety education during the formative years so that 

fire safety becomes the foundation for all burning activities in the future. 

 This recommendation addresses enabling objectives 1 and 4. 

Recommendation Five 

Produce And Make Available Effective, Educational Flyers In Strategic Locations Within 

The Fire District.  (Appendices G, H and I) 

 Provide eye-catching, informative flyers at the district offices and at the Fishhawk 

Lake Estates offices to augment the personal contact that occurs in that environment. 

 This recommendation addresses enabling objectives 1 and 2. 

Recommendation Six 

Include Recreational Burning In The Fire Prevention Training Of Personnel, As Well As 

Training To Turn Encounters Into Educational Opportunities 

 Add recreational burning to the fire prevention materials personnel are trained to 

present. Enhance citizen encounter training with personnel to make encounters a positive 

educational experience for the community member. 

Recommendation Seven 

Review The Policies And Program Regularly For Performance 

 Performance reviews should be done after the first full year of operation and 

then every two years thereafter. Reviews will include both quantitative and qualitative 

components. Quantitatively, actual numbers of incidents at Fishhawk Lake Estates and of 

persons actually trained will be compared to the baseline figures presented earlier and to 
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the numbers derived each succeeding year. Qualitative evaluation will occur by reviewing 

the results of spot checks at approved sites and spot interviews with those who have 

received training to determine whether the program is maintaining the standard of 

monitoring and education. 
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Appendix A: 1958 News Story on Tillmook Burn in 1935, Oregon’s Worst Wild-Fire 
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Appendix B: Tillamook Burn Story 
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Appendix C: Recreational Fire Statistics From ODF 
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Appendix D: Oregon State Fire Marshal Statistics for Recreational Fires 
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Appendix E: Recreational and Open Burning Statistics – MBRFPD 1997 – 2003 
 
Mist-Birkenfeld RFPD Open Burning Statistics  
Beginning January 1, 1997 and running through December 31, 2003 
Compiled by Division Chief Ann Berg and Chief Dave Crawford 
Source: Fire district response records 
 
Year of Incidents: 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003    Total  Average 
 
Total District Responses:     18   15    15    16      20      19    16    119    17   
 
Fishhawk Responses:    10   10    11    10    13    14      9     77    11 
 
 
 
Total Rec. Fire Responses:    10     9      9    11    11    14      6    70    10 
 
Fishhawk Rec. Fire Resp.:      8     9      9    10    11    13      6    66     9.43 
 
 

All Sources:  Fishhawk: 
 

Open Burning Responses:  119 100%  77 64% 
 
Recreational Fire Responses:  70 100%  66 94.3% 
 
 
    All Open Burning Resp: Recreational Fire Resp: 
 
All Sources:    119 100%  70 58.8% 
 
Fishhawk Lake:     77 100%  66 85.7% 
 
 
    Entire District:  Fishhawk Lake: 
 
Protected Area in Sq. Mi.:  165 100%  6 3.6%
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Appendix F: Mist-Birkenfeld RFPD Figure 1 
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Appendix G: ODF All Weather Flyer 
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Appendix H: Recreational Burn Guidelines Flyer to be Used by Mist-Birkenfeld RFPD 

 
  

 
RECREATIONAL BURN GUIDELINES 
 
 

 
- A recreational burn is a burn contained in an area 3 feet in diameter (or 
less) by 2 feet in height (or less). Recreational bums can be for pleasure, 
cooking, ceremonial, or similar purposes. The materials that can be 
burned are firewood or charcoal. Wood debris such as broken fencing is 
not allowed for recreational burns. 
(UFC 219) 

- A recreational burn cannot be conducted within 25 feet of a structure or 
combustible material unless contained in a barbecue pit. (Barbecue pits 
are constructed of concrete or an approved non-combustible material - not 
just a hole in the ground). Conditions that could cause the fire to spread 
to within 25 feet of a structure shall be eliminated prior to ignition. (UFC 
1102.4.2) 

     
- Buckets, shovels, garden hoses or a fire extinguisher with a  
minimum rating of 4-A shall be readily available for use. (UFC  
1102.4. 3)  

 
- Recreational fires shall be constantly attended by a person who knows 
how to use the extinguishing equipment until the fire has been 
extinguished. (UFC 1102.4.4) 
 
- If the individual's fire causes any damage, they can be held       
responsible for fire suppression costs as well as the damage.       
(ORS 164.335) 
 

- The Mist-Birkenfeld Rural Fire District is authorized to require that 
recreational fires be immediately discontinued if they are determined to 
constitute a hazardous condition. (UFC 1102.4.5) 

 

For more information, call 503-755-2710. 
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Appendix I: Albany Fire Open Burning Tri-Fold Flyer (cover page) 
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Appendix I: Albany Fire Department Open Burning Tri-old Flyer (over-leaf) 
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Appendix J: Recreational Burning Policy 

MIST-BIRKENFELD RURAL FIRE PROTECTION DISTRICT 
 

 Operations Policies 
 Policy   6420                
 Adopted:      
 Reviewed:   
 
 

RECREATIONAL BURNING 
 
 
Purpose: It is the intent of the Board of Directors that adoption and enforcement of Policy 
6420 result in a high degree of recreational fire safety within the fire district and that the 
fire chief and his staff will work together with other agencies with fire prevention 
responsibilities and with private organizations willing to commit to the necessary fire 
safety requirements to minimize the impact of recreational fire regulations on the lawful 
use of recreational burning.  
 
Need: Policy 6420 is created to answer the dramatic increases in the number and rate of 
hostile recreational fires, especially in the Fishhawk Lake region of the fire district, and to 
answer all other similar recreational fire safety threats. 
 
Authority:  1998 Oregon Unified Fire Code Article 2, Article 11 
  ORS 468.20, 468.295, 468.310, ORS 478.930, .960 and .965,  
  ORS 476.150, 476.390, and ORS 477.064 
  OAR 340-264-0010 through 340-264-0200 
 
Definition of Terms: 
“Recreational Fire” means any open fire used for cooking, personal warmth, lighting, 
ceremonial or esthetic purposes that is hand built and that is not associated with any debris 
disposal. 
 
“C-Com” means the Columbia Emergency 911 Communications District. 
 
“Combustion Promoting Materials” means accelerants such as propane, gasoline, diesel oil, 
or jellied diesel. 
 
“Fire Hazard” means the presence or accumulation of combustible material of such nature 
and in sufficient quantity that its continued existence constitutes an imminent and 
substantial danger to life, property, public welfare, or to adjacent lands. 
 
“Fire Season” means the time of year in Oregon that is hot and dry, usually beginning in 
late June and may continue as long as late November. Burning is restricted during this 
period. 
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“Mist Birkenfeld Rural Fire Protection District” (Mist-Birkenfeld RFPD or MBRFPD) 
means a local government entity organized as a rural fire district created under ORS 
Chapter 478.  The district provides fire suppression, Rescue and Search & Rescue services 
to 135 square miles and EMS services to 165 square miles in western Columbia County in 
the state of Oregon.  The area served is considered rural/frontier in nature, and has no cities 
incorporated within its boundaries. 
 
“Nuisance” means a substantial and unreasonable interference with another’s use and 
enjoyment of real property, or the substantial and unreasonable invasion of a right common 
to members of the general public. 
 
“Oregon Department of Environmental Quality” (DEQ) means a State of Oregon 
regulatory division with specific responsibility for air quality standards and maintenance, 
including smoke management. 
 
“Oregon Department of Forestry” (ODF) means a State of Oregon regulatory division with 
specific responsibilities for protection, preservation and management of Wildland areas in 
the state, including regulation of campfires in the wildland. 
 
“Open Burning” means burning in open, outdoor fires, burn barrels, non-certified 
incinerators, or any other burning which occurs in such a manner that combustion air is not 
effectively controlled and combustion products are not effectively vented through a tack or 
chimney. 
 
It is the policy of MIST-BIRKENFELD RURAL FIRE PROTECTION DISTRICT 
that:  Within the bounds of the fire district, all recreational burning shall comply with the 
rules, regulations and requirements of MBRFPD Policy 6420. The fire chief (or designee) 
is given the authority to, and charged with the responsibility of, enforcing the provisions of 
MBRFPD Policy 6420 as set forth below. 
Requirements: 
1. A recreational fire is a fire that is used forth purpose of pleasure, cooking, 

ceremonial activities, or similar purposes. 
2. A recreational fire may not be larger than 36 inches in diameter and 24” inches in 

height from the inside base of the fire pit. 
3. Materials allowed for fuel are limited to clean firewood, dried to the extent 

practical, and charcoal. 
4. A recreational fire shall not be ignited within 25 feet of a structure or other 

combustible materials unless contained within a barbeque or approved fire pit. 
5. Conditions that may cause fire spread to within 25 feet of a structure shall be 

eliminated prior to ignition. 
6. Fire control tools and/or equipment (buckets filled with water, shovels, garden 

hoses connected to a live hose bib, or a fire extinguisher of minimum 4A rating) 
shall be located within easy reach in the area immediately surrounding the 
recreational fire. 

7. Recreational fires shall be constantly attended by a person knowledgeable in the use 
of the fire control tools and equipment identified above. 
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8. The person responsible for a recreational fire shall immediately extinguish the fire 

when it is determined constitute a fire hazard or a nuisance, as determined by the 
fire chief or other designated fire officer. 

9. MBRFPD personnel are required to respond emergently and to immediately 
extinguish any recreational fire if it is determined by the personnel to constitute a 
hazard to life or property. 

10. Any person who owns or controls, including the tenant of, property on which open 
burning occurs or who has caused or allowed such open burning to be initiated or 
maintained shall be considered the person responsible for the open burning. 

 
Prohibitions: 
1. No person shall cause or allow to be initiated or maintained any recreational 

burning that is prohibited by this policy. 
2. Recreational fires are prohibited during any time a burning ban is in force, as 

determined by the Columbia County Fire Defense Board, except in an approved fire 
pit on a site designated as fire safe (see exception #2 below). 

3. All fires are prohibited during Level 4 regulated closure periods. 
4. Recreational fires are prohibited during periods of wind in excess of 10 miles per 

hour. 
5. Recreational fires are prohibited on any day designated as “no-burn day”, as 

determined by DEQ, as a result of air quality concerns. 
6. Use of combustion promoting materials is strictly prohibited. 
7. Burning fuels that emit dense smoke or noxious gases is prohibited. 
8. Fuels specifically prohibited for use in a recreational fire include: 

a. Household wet garbage 
b. Plastics 
c. Wire insulation 
d. Rubber products, including tires 
e. Petroleum products or petroleum treated materials 
f. Asphalt 
g. Industrial or commercial waste 
h. Animal remains 
i. Animal or vegetable waste produced as a result of food service 

 
Exemptions: 
1. Use of enclosed barbeque equipment when it is operated according to the 

manufacturers safety instructions and when it is not being used for commercial or 
institutional purposes. 

2. A campsite that is designated as fire safe is usually one that is contained in a state, 
county or commercial campground that is continually monitored and patrolled. 
However, when an recreational fire safety program is in place within the bounds of 
the Mist-Birkenfeld Fire Protection District that meets the requirements of the fire 
district as well as those of the Oregon Department of Forestry (ODF), and when the 
requirements of such program are currently met by a recreational fire site and by the 
property owner, a recreational fire site, or sites, may be designated as fire safe, 
allowing use during regulated closure periods. Designation as fire safe is contingent 
on continued fire safe program performance and may be revoked at any time by the 
fire district or by ODF. (See Policy 6425: Fire-Safe Recreational Site Designation) 
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Penalties: 
Property owners and operators who are conducting illegal burning may be cited and fined 
for such actions (ORS 478.690) and charged costs for fire suppression (ORS478.965). 
 
Enforcement: 
The Fire Chief or his designee shall oversee this program to insure compliance within the 
above guidelines. 
 
Notification: 
Notice to the general population of the fire district of the requirements of Policy 6420   
shall occur at least twice yearly. Additionally, Information regarding theses requirements 
shall be available at the fire district offices and at such places selected to reach the general 
population, including those people visiting from other places. 
 
Policy Review: 
The Board of Directors on a bi-annual basis shall review this policy. 
 
 
 
Date Adopted: ____________________ 
 
 
_______________________________  _____________________________ 
Chairman      Secretary 
 
_______________________________   
Fire Chief       
 
 
dfc/D:\myfiles\policies\current policies\Policy 6420.wpd 
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Appendix K: Designated Campfire Community Status 

 MIST-BIRKENFELD RURAL FIRE PROTECTION DISTRICT 
 

 Operations Policies 
 Policy   6425                
 Adopted:      
 Reviewed:   
 
 

Designated Campfire Community Status 
 
 
Purpose: It is the intent of the MBRFPD Board of Directors that adoption and enforcement 
of Policy 6425 result in the development of Designated Campfire Communities within 
which fire-safe recreational fire sites may used during regulated closure periods. 
 
Need: Policy 6425 is needed to define the conditions and requirements under which a 
Designated Campfire Community may be afforded the privilege to allow limited 
recreational burning during regulated closure periods within a defined geographic area.  
 
Authority:  1998 Oregon Unified Fire Code Article 2, Article 11 
  ORS 468.20, 468.295, 468.310, ORS 478.930, .960 and .965,  
  ORS 476.150, 476.390, and ORS 477.064 
  OAR 340-264-0010 through 340-264-0200 
 
Definition of Terms: 
“Recreational Fire” means any open fire used for cooking, personal warmth, lighting, 
ceremonial or esthetic purposes that is hand built and that is not associated with any debris 
disposal. 
 
“Coordinating Governmental Entities” includes, but is not limited to, Mist-Birkenfeld 
Rural Fire Protection District, Oregon Department of Forestry (Clatsop County), and 
Oregon Department of Forestry (Columbia County). 
 
“Designated Campfire Community” means a defined community that meets and maintains 
a campfire safety standard that meets the requirements of all local, regional, state and 
federal fire regulatory agencies in whose jurisdiction the community resides, and that has 
received such designation through agreement with the governmental entities having 
jurisdiction. 
 
“Fire Hazard” means the presence or accumulation of combustible material of such nature 
and in sufficient quantity that its continued existence constitutes an imminent and 
substantial danger to life, property, public welfare, or to adjacent lands. 
 
“Local Jurisdiction” means the local fire permit issuing authority, or the local government 
entity with authority to regulate by law or ordinance. 
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“Mist Birkenfeld Rural Fire Protection District” (Mist-Birkenfeld RFPD or MBRFPD) 
means a local government entity organized as a rural fire district created under ORS 
Chapter 478.  The district provides fire suppression, Rescue and Search & Rescue services 
to 135 square miles and EMS services to 165 square miles in western Columbia County in 
the state of Oregon.  The area served is considered rural/frontier in nature, and has no cities 
incorporated within its boundaries. 
 
“Oregon Department of Environmental Quality” (DEQ) means a State of Oregon 
regulatory division with specific responsibility for air quality standards and maintenance, 
including smoke management. 
 
“Oregon Department of Forestry” (ODF) means a State of Oregon regulatory division with 
specific responsibilities for protection, preservation and management of Wildland areas in 
the state, including regulation of campfires in the wildland. 
 
“Open Burning” means burning in open, outdoor fires, burn barrels, non-certified 
incinerators, or any other burning which occurs in such a manner that combustion air is not 
effectively controlled and combustion products are not effectively vented through a tack or 
chimney. 
 
It is the policy of the MIST-BIRKENFELD RURAL FIRE PROTECTION 
DISTRICT that: a Designated Campfire Community may be created when a group within 
the community is formed with authority to enforce fire safety rules and regulations within a 
defined and structured area, and; when the community adopts fire safety rules and 
regulations that meet or exceed those required by the Coordinating Governmental Entities, 
including but not limited to the Mist-Birkenfeld Rural Fire Protection District and the 
Oregon Department of Forestry, and; when appropriately trained representatives of the 
Designated Campfire Community regularly patrol and monitor for unsafe conditions or 
activities; and when such community enters into a formal agreement with the Coordinating 
Governmental Entities to maintain the above stated conditions.  
 
Requirements: 

1. Fire pit must be in a location approved by the fire district and by ODF. 
2. Pit must be constructed of USDA approved materials and installed in a USDA 

approved manner, confirmed by a final inspection by the fire district and by ODF. 
3. The owner of the property must be appropriately trained in campfire safety and in 

the liability assumed when igniting or allowing an open fire, as approved by the 
Coordinating governmental Entities. 

4. Fire safety training must be repeated every second year.  
5. Recreational fire sites must be inspected annually to confirm continued fire safety. 

Approved sites must be clearly marked to indicate site and owner training is 
current. 

6. During regulated closure periods, regular fire patrols must be maintained by 
representatives of the community appropriately trained in fire safety as approved by 
the Coordinating Governmental Entities. 

7. Each property owner receiving approval to use their site during regulated closure 
periods must agree to extinguish any fire immediately if notified by fire patrol to do 
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so. Failure to extinguish the fire immediately will result in immediate summoning 
of fire officials to extinguish the fire and to cite the responsible person. 

8. During regulated closure periods, all sites approved for use must be available for 
random spot inspections by fire district or ODF personnel. 

9. Appropriately detailed records must be maintained, by a representative of the 
Designated Campfire Community, of all site inspections and all persons receiving 
training, as approved by the Coordinating Governmental Entities. 

 
Prohibitions: 

1. No person shall cause or allow to be initiated or maintained any recreational 
burning that is prohibited by this policy. 

2. All fires are prohibited during Level 4 regulated closure periods. 
3. Recreational fires are prohibited during periods of wind in excess of 10 miles 

per hour. 
4. Recreational fires are prohibited on any day designated as “no-burn day”, as 

determined by DEQ, as a result of air quality concerns. 
5. Burning fuels that emit dense smoke or noxious gases is prohibited. 
6. Fuels specifically prohibited for use in a recreational fire include: 

a. Household wet garbage 
b. Plastics 
c. Wire insulation 
d. Rubber products, including tires 
e. Petroleum products or petroleum treated materials 
f. Asphalt 
g. Industrial or commercial waste 
h. Animal remains 
i. Animal or vegetable waste produced as a result of food service 

 
Exemptions: 

1. Use of enclosed barbeque equipment when it is operated according to the 
manufacturers safety instructions and when it is not being used for commercial 
or institutional purposes. 

 
Penalties: 

1. Property owners and operators who are conducting illegal burning may be cited 
and fined for such actions (ORS 478.690) and charged costs for fire suppression 
(ORS478.965). 

2. Continued violations of the recreational burning policies may result in the loss 
of Designated Campfire community status. 

 
Enforcement: 
The Fire Chief or his designee shall oversee this program to insure compliance within the 
above guidelines. 
 
Notification: 
Notice to Designated Campfire Communities of the fire district of the requirements of 
Policy 6425 shall occur at least twice yearly. Additionally, Information regarding theses 
requirements shall be available at the fire district offices and at such places selected to 
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reach the populations of the Designated Campfire Communities, including those people 
visiting from other places whose destination is within such communities. 
 
Policy Review: 
This policy shall be reviewed by the Board of Directors on a bi-annual basis. 
 
Special Operations: 
The fire district, separately or together with ODF and Fishhawk Lake Estates 
representatives, will make both scheduled and unscheduled inspections of approved 
campfire sites at Designated Campfire Community approved sites for the purpose of 
quality assurance. 
 
The Fire Chief or his designee shall oversee this program to insure compliance within the 
above guidelines. 
 
Date Adopted: ____________________ 
 
 
_______________________________  _____________________________ 
Chairman      Secretary 
 
_______________________________   
Fire Chief       
 
 
dfc/D:\myfiles\policies\current policies\Policy 6425.wpd 
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Appendix L: Notice to Fishhawk Lake Estates Owners 
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Appendix L: Notice to Fishhawk Lake Estates Owners (continued) 
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Appendix M: Fire Pit Specifications 
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Appendix M: Fire Pit Specifications (continued) 
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Appendix N:  Letter of Intent 

   
FFiisshhhhaawwkk  LLaakkee  RReeccrreeaattiioonn  CClluubb,,  IInncc  
  7711115500  NNoorrtthh  SShhoorree  DDrriivvee  
  BBiirrkkeennffeelldd,,  OOrreeggoonn    9977001166 
 
 

Thursday, September 11, 2003 
 
Chief David Crawford     Mr. Michael Simek, Columbia Unit 
Forester
Mist-Birkenfeld RFPD    Oregon Department of Forestry 
12525 Highway 202     405 East Street 
Mist, Oregon 97016     Columbia City, OR 97018 
 
Regarding• Letter Of Intent To Implement The Campfire Pit and Campfire Safety Program 
 
 
Dear Dave and Mike: 
 
The acting Board of Directors of the Fishhawk Lake Recreation Club, Inc. has received a 
presentation and reviewed program materials developed by your agencies and Fishhawk 
Lake Recreation Club for the proposed Campfire Pit and Campfire Safety Program. 
Execution of this document is a formal demonstration of our commitment to implement this 
program as written. This program shall be presented to the Fishhawk Lake Recreation Club 
membership for final ratification at the Annual Meeting in August. 
 
This letter further clarifies some additional understandings: 
 
Program Performance Reviews: It is mutually understood that this program shall 
undergo a one-year review program performance review, then every two years afterward. 
 
Fishhawk Lake Recreation Club Member Rewards: It is mutually understood that if this 
program is implemented as outlined in the Campfire Pit and Campfire Safety Program 
Guide, and members complete tasks as outlined, they will earn the "designation" to have 
campfires in their approved pits during Regulated Closure Periods. 
 
Program Suspension or Termination by MBRFD or ODF: It is mutually understood 
that this program maybe terminated by MBRFD or ODF due to changes in the legal and/or 
administrative policies and opportunities within their agencies. The agencies also reserve 
the right to suspend or terminate this program of FLRC's failure to implement the plan as 
written. 
Program Suspension or Termination by Fishhawk Lake Recreation Club, Inc. 
(FLRC): It is mutually understood that this program maybe terminated by FLRC for 
reasons not specified. 
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This plan creates a unified campfire safety plan for the entire lake, offers our 
membership the opportunity to earn special campfire rights, and should demonstrate 
our community's commitment to safety. 
 
This Letter of Intent was executed on the 13th day of September, 2003 by the following 
FLRC Board of Director members: 

  
 
 
 
 
Accepted By: 
 
______________________________________ 
Mist-Birkenfeld Rural Fire Protection District 
 
 
 
Accepted By: 
 
______________________________________ 
Oregon Department of Forestry, Columbia Unit 
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Appendix O: Fishhawk Lake Estates Fire Safety Program Operation Guide 

 

 

 

Table of Contents 
 
1) Fire Program Overview 

a. Program Objective 
b. Program Overview 
c. Program Duration 
 

2) Program Terms & Program Significant Dates 
a. Glossary 
b. Significant Program Dates 
 

3) Building a Lake Specified Fire Pit 
a. Overview 
b. Consideration #1:  Site Selection 
c. Consideration #2: Pit Construction Ideas 
d. Consideration #3:  Achieving Regulated Use Approval 
e. Exact USDA Forest Service Specifications 
 

4) Site Inspection Processes – Initial Set-up & Annual 
a. Recommendation for Site Approval 

i. Process 
ii. Requirements 

b. Regulated Use Status Approval Process 
i. Additional Requirement476.390476.390 

ii. Multi-level Approval processes 
 

5) Fire Safety Education Programs 
a. All Member Education Programs 
b. Designated Campfire Sites Regulated Closure Education 
c. Fire Stewart Training and Education 
d. Posted Lake Notices  
 

6) Address pole/Address Sign Markers 
a. Purpose 
b. EXAMPLE 
c. Management 
 

7) USDA Forest Service Fir Pit Specifications 
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8) Program Operational Forms 

a. MBRFD - Campfire Inspection Procedure 
b. MBRFD - Campfire Site Inspection Checklist 
c. MBRFD - Notice of Campfire Site Inspection 
d. FLRC – Basic Fire Safety Training Certificate of Completion 
e. FLRC – Regulated Use Safety Training Certificate of Completion 
f. FLRC – Address Pole Markers 
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Program Overview 
 
 
Program Overview: 
 
The Fishhawk Lake Estates Community is adopting policies and procedures 
to receive the state’s Designated Campfire Site status.  Many within the 
community have raised questions regarding fire safety and felt safe guards 
were needed to protect our property, our community and the forests in which 
we live.  The Fishhawk Lake community prides itself on a unique way of 
life, which includes enjoying nature and our surroundings.  
 
The first step taken towards fires safety was to require all lake lot or 
homeowners to install fire pits meeting USDA Forest Service specifications.  
A hole in the ground is no longer considered an acceptable fire pit in our 
community.  Based upon the recommendation of the Campfire Committee, 
the Fishhawk Lake Estates Board of Directors modified the lake’s bylaws to 
mandate USDA Forest Service specified fire pits be installed at all burning 
locations last year.  Currently there are over 40 USDA Forest service 
specified pits installed, each installed to exacting terms and visually 
inspected and verified by lake staff. To our knowledge, the Fishhawk Lake 
community is the only community to mandate such an action. 
 
We are preparing to take the next and final step, which includes a multi-
level fire-safety training program.  We are willing to obligate ourselves to a 
fire training program not required anywhere else in the State.  We are also 
committing our facilities to host Mist/Birkenfeld residents to come and 
benefit with us though the training.  We hope our leadership in developing 
and maintaining our fire safety model will be championed by all our 
Coordinating Government Agencies, and considered a fire safety template  
for other communities.   
 
Program Objectives: 
 
• Create a fire safety program to protect our assets, assets of the state 

and assets of adjoining private land owners. 
• Create awareness within our community for fire safety. 
• Create a high level of comfort for our Coordinating Governmental 

Agencies so motivated residents my have campfires in designated 
sites during all seasons of the year. 
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Program Duration: 
 
To make Lake Policy without a time limit given: 
• Lake resident agree with this proposal and ratify such policies and 

procedures as are necessary. 
• Coordinating Governmental Agencies recognize such efforts and 

allow qualified lake residents to have campfires during Regulated 
Use periods. 

• Changes in applicable and enabling statutes and regulations. 
• The Lake’s inability to implement and provide ongoing operations  

for such a program. 
• A change by vote of the membership to rescind such a restrictive 

program does not occur. 
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Glossary of Terms 
 
1) Fishhawk Lake Campfire Safety Program: A comprehensive 

campfire (Fire for recreational purposes) Safety program designed for 
maximum fire safety during all seasons of the year. 

 
2) A Lake-approved recreational Fire: A campfire built in a Lake-

approved USDA Forest Service specified fire pit, with the flame not to 
exceed 18 inches in height. 

 
3) Mist-Birkenfeld Rural Fire Protection District (Here after 

MBRFD):  The local fired station and service organization through 
which the Fire Committee is developing and implementing this 
program. 

 
4) Oregon Department of Forestry, Astoria and Columbia City 

Office (Here after ODF):  Oregon Department of Forestry is the wild 
land fire protection agency responsible for fire prevention, suppression 
and enforcement of ORS Chapter 477, Fire Protection of Forests & 
Vegetation. 

 
5) Coordinating Governmental Entities:  This program will be 

monitored and adjusted as needed by several state and local governing 
bodies, which may include, but is not limited to:  The MBRFD, The 
Oregon Department of Forestry – Astoria Office, The Oregon 
Department of Forestry – Columbia City office, the Fishhawk Lake 
Fire committee and Board of Directors. 

 
6) State-recognized Designated Fire Location:  A city park, county 

park, state park that has education programs, specialized fire pits, and 
on-site staff which enable park users to build recreational fires during 
Regulated Use Periods.  Fishhawk Lake is attempting to become the 
first residential area to receive the first Designated Fire Community 
status. 

 
7) Fishhawk Lake Fire Committee:  A volunteer committee comprised 

of lake lot or homeowners, who will be coordinating the efforts of the 
Lake Fire Safety Stewards, Lake Officer Personnel and the 
Coordinating Governmental Entities to achieve and maintain a 
Designated Fire Community Status. 
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8) Regulated Closure:  A period, designated by the State Forester, when 
special forest use restrictions apply due to increased fire danger.  Only 
campfire pits that are “designated” may be used during a regulated 
closure. 
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9) Fire Pit Inspections:  Initial fire pit location inspection should occur 
prior to construction.  Both initial and final inspection shall include 
members of the Coordinating Governmental Agencies.  Perimeter lot 
owners (forest side lake properties adjoining state and private forest 
lands) must have specific site approval by ODF before installing the 
fire pit. 

 
10) Campfires During Regulated Closure, Special Designation or 

Designated Sites:  A fire pit meeting exacting state and community 
standards, with lot owners completing a special training program.  
Community lots and/or home owners address pole will receive special 
notations.  Campfires during Regulated Closure can only occur in fire 
pits achieving this special designation. 

 
11) Annual Inspections:  Annual inspections will occur for fire pits 

wishing to qualify for Regulated Use burning designations.  Lakeside 
and timber side lots may be inspected by various members of our 
Coordinating Governmental Agencies.  Participation in this program 
automatically grants all inspections, maybe schedules with notice or 
random. 

 
12) Fire Board Notices:  There is a grease board with markers located on 

the Fishhawk Lake Volunteer Fire Station.  Fires during regulated use 
must be noted on the board by the intending fire group for each and 
every fire. 

 
13) Lake Fire Steward:  A lake lot/homeowner who has taken additional 

training from the MDFD, who shall randomly inspect recreations fire 
pits during Regulated Closure periods.  Lake Fire Steward shall have 
the lake- granted authority to revoke recreational campfire rights 
during Regulated Closure periods for serious infractions.  Lake Fire 
Stewards shall also serve as a resource for lake residents. 

 
14) Campfire(legal definition):  ORS 477.001 (3) means any open fire 

used for cooking, personal warmth, lighting, ceremonial or esthetic 
purposes which is hand built and is not associated with any debris 
disposal. 
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Campfire Pit Construction  
Tips & Things to Consider 

 
There is a Fishhawk Lake Recreation Club policy that requires home and lot 
owners who wish to build campfires on their property to build and maintain 
a campfire pit that meets USDA Forest Service specifications.  After you 
have ordered and picked-up your pit liner, there are several important things 
to consider when constructing your fire pit. 
 
There are two levels of fire pit construction.  With a completed fire pit 
meeting lake policy specifications, members with approved pits may have 
campfires any time of the year, except during Regulated Closure periods.  
Regulated Closure restrictions are put in place by fire management officials 
during fire season, and the only campfires allowed  are at declared 
“designated” park fire areas. 
 
As a benefit to our members, the Campfire Committee has developed a plan 
with Coordinating Governmental Entities to become the first Oregon 
Community to receive a formal “designated” campfire site status.  To have 
campfires though the regulated closure period of fire season, fire pit owners 
must accept and fulfill a higher level of maintenance and inspection to 
participate. 
 
When building your fire pit, please take the following items under 
consideration: 
 
Consideration Item #1: 
Site Selection 
 
Perhaps the absolute, most important consideration is site selection.  
Regardless of how precisely you build your pit to USDA Forest Service 
specifications, building it in the wrong location can be the biggest mistake 
of all. 
 
1) Your fire pit must be 20 feet from the closest structure 
2) Your fire pit must not be located under a tree or overhanging branch 
3) Your fire put must meet additional requirements of Coordinating 

Governmental Entities.  A checklist is in the office. 
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Consideration Item #2 
Pit Construction 
 
It is important that you build your pit exactly to specifications.  Gravel is 
available to you at no cost at the Fishhawk Lake firehouse.  Use the correct 
amount of gravel.  When building your fire pit, please consider: 
 
1) Dig your pit deep enough to have 3 inches of tamped gravel underneath 

the fire pit line 
2) Around the outside of the fire pit liner, you need to fill in gravel to hold 

it in place.  Decrease the depth of the pit towards the outer 18-inch 
apron. 

3) You may want to buy or make some type of edge to hold in the gravel in 
place on the outside.  (Home Depot has some edging that can be curved 
and staked in place) 

4) You may want to bury some non-combustible plastic underneath the 
gravel, around the outer edge of the fire pit, to prohibit weeks and grass 
from growing within the apron. 

5) You can, at your own choice, place decorative rock around the outside 
of your fire pit liner. 

6) Tamp the gravel into place around the outside of the fire pit liner 
 
Consideration Item #3 
Larger Non Combustible Zone 
 
If you want to use your fire pit during specified regulated closure periods, 
you must create a non-combustible zone around your fire pit of at least five 
feet.  This is in additions to check list created by Coordinating 
Governmental Entities.  Not all fire pits will be able to be sued during 
regulated use periods. Only approved or “designated” sites will be able to be 
sued during regulated closure. 
 
1) Make sure that no bushes, uncontrolled grasses, or any potential 

flammable material is within 5 feet of the outside of your fire pit. 
 
2) There must be a 5-foot non-combustible zone around the fire pit.  The 

zone could be bare dirt, gravel, sand or irrigated mowed grass. 
 
3) There must be no limbs or tress overhead. 
 
Consideration Item #4 
Site and Pit Inspection & Approval   
 

All sites must be inspected before your fire pit is used.  Please call 

Barbara Compton to schedule your site inspection.
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Fire Pit Inspection Process 

 
To attain our special Designated Campfire Site Status it is important that all 
lake lot and homeowners undergo a rigorous fire pit inspection process.  All 
fire pit inspections will be coordinated through the Fishhawk Lake member 
office.  Phone numbers and email address are provided below. 
 
The two levels of inspections are Basic and Regulated Closure Period 
designations.  To receive a designation, all components of the certification 
process must be completed.  For clarity purposes, we have broken each 
classification into:  1) items the member needs to accomplish; 2) inspection 
tasks; and 3) resulting certifications. 
 
Initial Site Inspection and Non-regulated Closure Period Certification. 
 
Overview:  The lake member wishes to have recreational campfires fires on 
their property. 
 
Member needs to: 
1) Select a location for a fire pit.  (Call if questionable area) 
2) Order and install the fire pit according to exacting USDA Forest 

Service specifications 
3) Request an inspection though the lake office. 
4) Complete a Basic Fire Training class. 
 
Inspection Process: 
1) The office will schedule a fire pit inspection with the MBRFD and 

Lake Steward. 
2) The Lake Steward will visit the location and implement the 

MBRFD- Campfire Inspection Procedure, and complete a MBRFD – 
Campfire Site Inspection Checklist and MBRFD – Notice of 
Campfire Site Inspection forms. 

3) Copies of those forms will be sent to the Lake Office and then 
forwarded to the MBRFD. 

4) Copies of those recommendations will be given to the member. 
 
Resulting certifications: 
1) The Lake Fire Steward shall put an orange reflective marker on the 

address sign denoting that the fire pit as meeting USDA Forest 
Service specifications.  
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2) The Lake Fire Steward shall put a different color reflective strip 

directly above the orange marker denoting that the site was inspected 
that year and that the member has completed the appropriate training 
for campfires for all times, except during Regulated Closure Periods. 

 
Regulated Closure Period Certification. 
 
Overview:  The lake member wishes to have recreational campfires on their 
property during the year AND during Regulated Closure Period. 
 
Member Needs To:  
1) Complete all the requirements above. 
2) Site must be inspected and approved by MBRFD and ODF 
3) Attend a special burn safety class offered at the MBRFD or the 

Fishhawk Lake Estates Volunteer firehouse. 
4) Accept the highest degree of fire safety, which includes having a 

five-gallon bucket of water or hose and nozzle, and shovel available 
and ready at every campfire. 

5) Understand that the Fire Steward and Coordinating Governmental 
Agencies may inspect each fire pit at the beginning of the fire 
season.  Fire pit specific safety instructions may be determined and 
must be adhered to each time. 

6) Register the proposed fire on the fire board. 
 
Inspection Process: 
1) Once a year, a full-site inspection. 
2) During Regulated Use – Random and Unannounced. 
 
Resulting Certifications: 
3) The Lake Fire Steward shall put a third reflective marker on the 

address sign marking certification completion. 
 
Intended Inspection Results: 
When driving down the road, a MBRFD or ODF representative or Lake 
Steward should be able to visually determine if the lot/home has 
successfully installed a lake-approved fire pit, whether the occupants have 
completed a fire safety program, and if the occupants have approval to burn 
during the Regulated Closure Period. 
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Fire Safety Education Programs 
 
Fire safety is important to protect our lake homes and lot properties, our 
community, private land and state and federal forests.  A comprehensive fire 
safety program is an important factor in achieving our Designated Campfire 
Community status.  The three levels of fire safety shall be  
1) Basic Community Fire Safety Training Program 
2) Additional Fire Safety for fire pit owners wishing to burn during 

Regulated Use Periods 
3) Fire Steward Specialized Training 
 
All fire safety programs will be coordinated with the Mist-Birkenfeld 
Regional Fire Department. 
 
 
Level 1. 
Basic Community Fire Safety Training 
 
Basic Fire Safety training will be required for all home and lot owners 
wishing to build campfires for recreational purposes.  Training for such 
programs shall occur at the Fishhawk Lake Clubhouse, or the Mist-
Birkenfeld Fire Department, no less than twice a year.  The program shall be 
open to the entire Birkenfeld, Mist, and Fishhawk Lake communities.  The 
program shall cover all aspects of fire safety.  For Fishhawk Lake home and 
lot owners, a completed form shall be sent to the Fishhawk Lake office, 
where it will be kept.  Basic fire training shall be required once every two 
years. 
 
A self-study program may be developed.  The training sessions should not 
exceed one hour in length. 
 
 
Level 2 
Regulated Closure and Approved Fire Pit Fire Safety Training.
 
Fishhawk Lake home and lot owners, who have a fire pit approved for 
Regulated Closure Campfires, shall be required to undergo additional fire 
safety training.  Regulated Closure Period training shall occur at the t 
Fishhawk Lake Volunteer Fire Department at the beginning of the 
Regulated Closure Period.  This training shall be announced in the 
newsletter and via posted lake announcements.  Additional Regulated 
Closure Period campfire training sessions may be available by Lake Fire 
Stewards if acceptable to Coordinating Governmental Agencies.  Campfires 
during Regulated Closure Periods requires additional fire safety steps, which 
include the following: 
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• Notice of intent to have a campfire by noting it on the grease board 
at the Fishhawk Lake Volunteer Fire Department Building. 

• Regulated Closure Period candidates shall undergo additional 
training about: 

• The fuel to be burned 
• The fire-foot dead-zone.  Ensuring it is cleared and irrigated. 
• Fire safety tools.  Tools must be visual and within 20 feet of the fire 

pit.  Tools include:  a five-gallon bucket of water, or a hose with a 
spray nozzle connected and turned on at the house, and a shovel. 

• Those who want a to build a fire must have meet all the levels of 
training required and the fire pit has the appropriate Lake and 
Regulated Closure Period certifications. 

 
 
Level 3 
Lake Fire Steward Fire Safety Training.
 
The Lake Fire Steward shall play an important role in the administration of 
this program.  Lake fire Steward’s role will be to review each fire location 
before the start of the Regulated Closure Periods.  Lake Fire Stewards shall 
be trained by MBRFD/ODF. A fire steward is not a volunteer representative 
for the MBRFD/ODF and therefore, is not required to earn any forma 
certifications.  The Steward is a lake resident with additional training.  
Campfires at sites not “designated” for use during the Regulated Closure 
Period shall be extinguished and members will be notified of the infraction.  
A copy of that notice shall be forwarded to the office and MBRFD. 
 
Lake Fire Stewards may be full-time or part-time lake residents.  Trained 
fire stewards shall randomly inspect fires in process to ensure that members 
have noted the fire on the Fire Safety Board, have the proper tools, and are 
burning the appropriate fuels. 
 
MBRFD/ODF or Fishhawk Lake Estates shall have the authority to 
randomly inspect fires in process. 
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Address Pole/Address Sign Designations 
 
 
To make it easier for our community to self –police this program, we have 
developed an address pole/address sign quick-view designation program.  
Each lot has either an address sign or an address sign and individual poles.  
When driving down the road, it should be easy for all to tell if: 
 
1) The home/lot owners have completed basic fire safety training 
2) The home/lot owner has installed and had inspected a USDA Forest 

Service fire pit. 
3) The home/lot owner is able to use the inspected pit during Regulated 

Closure Periods. 
 
Example: Address Pole:              Fire Safety Marking: 
 

Red 

Orange 

Blue 

Regulated Closure 
Approved Pit and 

Additional Training  

USDA FOREST SERVICE 
FIRE PIT INSTALLED 

TWO-YEAR BASIC FIRE 
SAFETY TRAINING  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pole markings shall be marked with reflective tape.  The tape colors will 
change as certifications expire and are renewed.  
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Appendix P: Fishhawk Lake Campfire Training Curriculum 

 
Campfire Training – Fishhawk Lake Estates 

September 20, 2003 
10:00 AM 

 
 
I. General Introductions/Background 

i. Excellent plan – Training component critical to success 
ii. Proactive approach to community campfire safety, policies adopted by 

Fishhawk Lake Estates are at a high standard e.g., all campfire sites meet fire pit 
design standards – training of all members 

iii. Implementation of policies will allow “designated site” status on many parcels 
iv. Initial inspections complete, overall very favorable. Comments… 
v. Need to complete elements of the plan…review over time and adjust 

 
II. Understanding Non-Fire Season/Fire Season/Regulated Closure 

i. Background: Fire season/ Restrictions during regulated closure 
1. During regulated closure campfires are prohibited except at designated 

locations/campgrounds. Other restrictions… 
ii. MBRFPD/ODF to approve Designated Campfire Site(s) based on site inspection 

approval and continued compliance with all aspects of your safety plan 
iii. Review difference between designated site vs. non-designated site 
iv. Review process to obtain designated site status 
v. Questions? 

 
III. Laws Regarding Campfires, General 

i. Definition of a “Campfire” ORS 477.001(3), Review 
ii. Unlawful to start campfire without first: 

1. Clearing immediately around and above 
2. Leaving a campfire unattended 
3. permitting a campfire to escape 
 

IV. Review Basic Fire Weather and Fuels 
i. Wind – Humidity – Fuel Moisture and Fuel Arrangement 

ii. Adjacent exposures and structures 
iii. Conditions when agencies may shut down designated campfire use 
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V. Review of Fire Safety Program Operation Guide, Campfires (All members) 

i. Overview 
ii. Terms and definitions 

iii. Design standards, pit location and construction 
iv. Water and shovel ready for immediate use (hose to reach surrounding area) 
v. Inspection process 

vi. Training requirements 
vii. Main posting of campfire status (campfires allowed; campfires in designated 

sites only; no campfires allowed) 
viii. Address sign markers 

ix. Role of Lake Stewards, training and monitoring 
x. Regulated closure (prohibits campfires except at approved designated locations 

xi. Your responsibilities and liabilities 
xii. Other users of property – communicate plan and requirements 

 
VI. Final Wrap-up/Questions 
 
VII. Lake Stewards- Discussion regarding Roles and Planning 
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Appendix Q: Procedure for Achieving Designated Campfire Status Process 

 

Procedure for Obtaining Designated Campfire Status at Fishhawk Lake 

 

Introduction: This procedure applies to all landowners at Fishhawk Lake Estates who wish 

to participate in the Designated Campfire Community Program. 

Step 1:   Obtain a Campfire Site Inspection from Club Steward 

a. On those lots that are adjacent to the wildland (outer perimeter of the Fishhawk 

Lake Estates property) the Mist-Birkenfeld Rural Fire Protection District and 

Oregon Department of Forestry will participate along with the Club Steward. 

b. A checklist has been developed to assist in select an appropriate site. 

c. If your site is approved, move to step 2. If it is not approved, you may still be able 

to construct a campfire pit and use it during those periods of the year that have not 

been designated Regulated Closure. See your club Steward for further information. 

Step 2:   Prepare the selected site and install the campfire pit according to the adopted 

standards. Your club steward will provide you with plans for meeting those 

standards and may even assist you with the installation. 

 To meet the standards for a designated campfire site, you must: 

a. Install the campfire pit at the approved location. 

b. Use approved materials. 

c. Install the pit according to the program standards. 
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Designated Campfire Status                   Page 2 

Step 3:   Final Site Inspection for Approval  

 A final site inspection will be completed, preferably while you are present. 

Representatives from the Mist-Birkenfeld Rural Fire Protection District and from the 

Oregon Department of Forestry will be present, along with the club Steward, to confirm 

that the lot may safely have a campfire during regulated closures, that the pit is placed 

appropriately on the lot, that the surrounding area has been maintained according to 

program standards, and that appropriate tools to control the fire are present.  

 If the inspection team agrees that the conditions of the standard are met, the site will 

be approved to be used in the designated campfire site program. If any member of the 

inspection team does not agree that the conditions have been met, permission will be 

withheld until deficiencies can be corrected.  

 An inspection checklist has been developed and will be used during the final 

inspections. Deficiencies will be noted clearly on the form, if any are present, and the form 

signed by the inspection team. If the site is approved, the form will be marked to indicate 

approval and signed by the inspection team. 

Step 4:  Obtain Mandatory Fire Safety Training 

Prior to using an approved campfire site, the property owner must obtain mandatory 

campfire safety training. The training will be developed and delivered twice annually by 

representatives of the Mist-Birkenfeld Rural Fire Protection District and Oregon 

Department of Forestry. This training will qualify the owner for a period of two (2) years, 

after which the owner will need to receive the training again to re-qualify for the program. 

 

Designated Campfire Status                   Page 3 
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Step 5:  Site Maintenance 

 Owners are responsible to maintain their site in fire-safe condition. Use your copy 

of the Site Inspection Checklist to be sure your site is fire safe. Club Stewards are 

responsible to check lots that are using their campfire pits to see that fire safe conditions 

are met. Representatives of Mist-Birkenfeld Rural Fire Protection District and of the 

Oregon Department of Forestry are authorized to make spot checks at any time to ensure 

that fire safe conditions are maintained. Permission to use previously approved sites is 

contingent upon three conditions: 

1. Fire safety at the site must be maintained according to the program standard. Failure 

to do so will result in loss of designated campfire site status and privileges. 

2. Safety training certification must be maintained at level 1 (minimum) for owners or 

occupants. Failure to do so will result in loss of designated campfire site status and 

privileges. 

3. Designated Campfire Community Status must be maintained. Regardless of how 

individual lots are maintained and otherwise meet the standard, the program may be 

decertified due to the overall fire safety of the properties making up Fishhawk Lake 

Estates.  
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Appendix R: Campfire Site Inspection Procedure 
 

 
Campfire Site Inspection Procedure

 
 
 
1.  Contact Mist-Birkenfeld RFPD business offices to arrange for 

inspection.  FD personnel will notify ODF office of proposed inspection 
date and time. 
Note: Initial inspections require fire district and/or ODF participation. 

 
2.  Inspect proposed campfire site using initial campfire site inspection 

checklist form with carbon copy. 
 
3.  If approved: 

a.  Leave a copy of the checklist with owner, retain original 
b.  Leave a copy of the campfire rules with the owner  
c.   Explain the rules for use of site clearly 
d. Answer any questions 

 
4.  If not approved: 

a. Explain the reasons for not approving 
b. Explain what needs to be done to gain approval 
c. Answer any questions 
b.   Re-inspect when notified that improvements have been made. 

 
5. File documentation of inspection with office. Ensure that fire district 

receives copies.   
 
 
Note: Fishhawk Lake Estates’ inspector must receive annual training through 
the fire district training officer.  Annual training consists of initial training in 
inspection and procedures and refresher training annually thereafter. 
 
 
Revised 03/2003 dfc 
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Appendix S:  Campfire Site Inspection Checklist 

 
 

“Designated Campfire Site” Certification 
Inspection Checklist 

 
Inspection Date:     

 
Owner                Phone No.    
  
Address:        
        
 
Owner on-site for inspection: Y/N Initials: __________           Yes  No
1. Campfire Construction Pit Meets Fishhawk Guidelines & Standards (  )  (  ) 
A. Pit Construction Design Specifications 
B. Five (5) foot non-combustible zone around campfire pit 
C. No overhead limbs or trees 
2. Other Considerations: 
A. Located 20 feet from closest structure    (  )  (  ) 
B. Adequate extended fire safe perimeter    (  )  (  ) 
 
3. Evaluation of adjacent combustible fuels – risk assessment during regulated closure period, potential 
to spread on property and/or to adjoining properties:             
            
            
         _____________________
 
4. Surrounding terrain and fuels allow use during regulated closure?  (  )  (  ) 
 
5. Certification as a “Designated Campfire Site” is based on meeting ALL REQUIREMENTS of Fishhawk 
Lake Fire Safety Program Operation Guide. 
 
□ Additional Regulated Closure Campfire Training 
□ Meets definition of campfire ORS 477.001(3)…means any open fire used for cooking, personal warmth, 
lighting, ceremonial or aesthetic purposes that is hand built and that is not associated with any debris disposal 
activities. 
□ Water and tools at campfire site (5 gallon water source, shovel and axe/pulaski) 
□ Attends campfire at all times 
□ Puts campfire out before leaving 
□ Compliance with any special designated site closures as posted “No Campfires Allowed” 
 
Certification As A Designated Campfire Site: 
• Approved 
• Not Approved 
Mist-Birkenfeld RFPD                   _________________________________________ 
Oregon Department of Forestry   _________________________________________ 
 
 Revised 03/2003 dfc 
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Appendix T: Designated Campfire Community Agreement 

 

Designated Campfire Community Agreement 
The parties identified herein, Fishhawk Lake Estates, Mist-Birkenfeld Rural Fire Protection 
District, and Oregon Department of Forestry (Astoria Division and Columbia Division), 
coming together on __________, 2004, at the 12525 Highway 202, Mist, Oregon, by this 
agreement recognize and certify the Fishhawk Lake Estates as a Designated Campfire 
Community, according to the conditions set forth below. 

Fishhawk Lake Estates agrees: 

• To faithfully abide by the conditions and processes of the Fire Safety 
Program Operation Guide, and MBRFPD Policy 6425, maintaining the 
requirements of the documents until such time as it has been agreed between 
the parties that the Designated Campfire Community status is no longer in 
effect and to otherwise allow burning only as allowed by federal, state and 
local regulations. 

• In collaboration with ODF and MBRFPD, jointly inspect and evaluate 
prospective campfire sites annually, at a time determined to be acceptable to 
the group. Documentation of the results of the inspections shall be signed by 
representatives of the parties to this agreement and filed at the Fishhawk 
Lake Estates offices. 

• To provide dedicated community members willing to commit to the training 
and responsibilities assumed as Fire Stewards. 

• To participate in regular reviews of the program’s performance and to 
assume the pivotal role in facilitating program changes that are a result of 
the reviews. 

• To cease and desist operations as a Designated Campfire Community 
immediately upon receiving an order to do so from a fire official 
representing the fire district or either division of ODF. 

Mist-Birkenfeld RFPD agrees: 

• To allow recreational burning according to the conditions set forth in 
MBRFPD Policy 6425. 

• In collaboration with ODF and Fishhawk Lake Estates, jointly inspect and 
evaluate prospective campfire sites annually, at a time determined to be 
acceptable to the group. Documentation of the results of the inspections 
shall be signed by representatives of the parties to this agreement and filed 
at the Fishhawk Lake Estates offices.  
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• In collaboration with ODF, provide training for Fire Stewards on an annual 
basis according to the requirements established by representatives of ODF 
and MBRFPD. 

• To respond to requests for emergency assistance in an appropriate mode 
(normal response for when fire has escaped control of owner/occupant, light 
response for incidents where fire has not escaped control) and to work 
jointly together to investigate the conditions leading to the incident. 
Response to a recreational fire incident involving negligence by 
owner/occupant or Fishhawk Lake Personnel may result in citations, fines or 
program suspension. 

• To randomly monitor and inspect conditions or activities at approved 
campfire sites for program quality assurance purposes. 

• To remain available for consultation and guidance when requested by ODF 
or Fishhawk Lake Estates officials. 

• To consider program suspension together with ODF only after notification 
of deficiency to Fishhawk Lake Officials unless deficiency is a violation that 
causes an immediate threat to life of property. 

• To consider program termination together with ODF only after deficiencies 
have not been corrected following a suspension or after a second suspension 
for the same cause. 

The Oregon Department of Forestry Agrees: 

• To allow recreational burning according to the conditions set forth in the 
Fishhawk Lake Estates Fire Safety Program Operation Guide.  

• In collaboration with Fishhawk Lake Estates and MBRFPD, jointly inspect 
and evaluate prospective campfire sites annually, at a time determined to be 
acceptable to the group. Documentation of the results of the inspections 
shall be signed by representatives of the parties to this agreement and filed 
at the Fishhawk Lake Estates offices. 

• In collaboration with MBRFPD, provide training for Fire Stewards on an 
annual basis according to the requirements established by representatives of 
ODF and MBRFPD. 

• To respond to requests for emergency assistance in an appropriate mode and 
to work jointly together to investigate the conditions leading to the incident. 
Response to a recreational fire incident involving negligence by 
owner/occupant or Fishhawk Lake Personnel may result in citations, fines or 
program suspension. 

• To randomly monitor and inspect conditions or activities at approved 
campfire sites for program quality assurance purposes. 
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• To remain available for consultation and guidance when requested by 
MBRFPD or Fishhawk Lake Estates officials. 

• To consider program suspension together with MBRFPD only after 
notification of deficiency to Fishhawk Lake Officials unless deficiency is a 
violation that causes an immediate threat to life of property. 

• To consider program termination together with MBRFPD only after 
deficiencies have not been corrected following a suspension or after a 
second suspension for the same cause. 

It is understood and agreed that the program may be terminated without notice by any of 
the parties to this agreement due to legal or administrative changes to statutes, rules or 
policies, for non-compliance with the conditions of this agreement, of for other, reasons not 
here specified.  

 

Date of Signing: ____________, 2004 

 

For Fishhawk Lake Estates:   ______________________________________________ 

 

Fore Mist-Birkenfeld RFPD: ______________________________________________ 

 

For ODF, Columbia Unit:      ______________________________________________ 

 

For ODF, Astoria Unit:          ______________________________________________ 

 

 

 

C:/myfiles/admin/projects/designatedsites/DCS agreement.doc dfc 06/04/2004 
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